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ABSTRACT
The research report summarises the theory of consolidation, for both linear
infinitesimal strain, and for non-linear finite strain. The non-linear finite strain theory
isadopted in a computer program to model the building of a tailings dam by thin
layers. This program provides the pore water pressure profile over the depth of the
deposit, as well as the settlement of the deposit.
Making use of the program and the consolidation properties of five mining residues
and two industrial residues, the build-":.lpof excess pore water pressures is modelled
for different rates of deposition of the waste products. These results are used in
determining how the rate of deposition affects the stability of the outer slope of a
tailings dam. Also, the difference in the stored volume in a dam is investigated, based
on different drainage condltions and rates of deposition.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
the recent failure of the Merriespruit Tailings dam has initiated a large number of
investigations, with many of the "accepted practices" being revisited and criticised.
One of these accepted practices is the concept of maximum acceptable rate of rise of a
tailings dam. It is a requirement of the Department of Mineral and Energy Affairs that
the owner of a dam submits an annual survey of the top of all tailings dams, with the
rate of rise over the previous year. Empirical values of 1 meter per year and 2,5
meters per year, as the maximum allowable rate of rise, are used as guides for tailings
dams on clays and free draining soils, respectively.
As a result of a difference of opinion between two prominent Consulting Engineering
Companies, as to what is the acceptable rate of rise of three high-risk tailings dams,
the present study was initiated by the author. The purpose of the study is to provide a
rational basis to address the acceptable rate of rise issue,
There ate a number of factors that need to be considered in determining the acceptable
rate of rise, some of which are:
e consolidation ofthe tailings
• drying shrinkage of the tailings
• method of depositing the tailings
• foundation soils and geometry of the darn
Only the first item is addressed by this study. The stUdy addresses the non-linear
property of tailings, and the changing boundary effect (i.e • settlement and rate of rise
of the surface).
Issues dealing with construction details have been purposely excluded from the study,
to ensure that the focus remains on the effect of consolidation. Factors such AS rate of
placing of tailings being limited by drying shrinkage times have not been considered.
Also, recommendations relating to the outer geometry of the dams; to assist in fhe
rehabilitation and closure of the dam have not been considered.
Early in the investigation it became apparent that the results of this study could not be
compared to earlier studies carried out for the mining industry by others. The primary
reason for this is. that the earlier work was based on the assumption of linear tailings
properties, and the results were published as a function of those properties (i.e, the
value of'the coefficient of consolidation namely, c.). However, a case study of a failed
copper tailings dam has been used to verify the accuracy of the analysis presented in
this document.
The present study is intended to g;i"e an indication of the expected pore water pressure
and actual storage capacity of a disposal facility, based 011 the properties. of the
specific tailings or waste used in the analysis.
The coding of the Visual Basic ® program used in the analysis is included in the
report, to allow analyses to be carried out for sp~ciflc tailings. The program was
written by the author as part of this investigation.
i-t
Three of the tailings studied have been selected to demonstrate the impact of various
rates of placing on the overall stability of the tailings darn, using the results from the
program.
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CHAPTER 2; SCOPE OF THE INVESTIGATION
The needwas identified to be able to predict the pore pressure and settlement of-mine
tailings as a function of the deposition cycle being adopted far a dam. The classical
theory of consolidation of Terzaghi is 110t suitable for this analysis, due to the
changing boundary condidons, as the tailings are being deposited, as well as the
change due to consolidation. Field observations and published values!o. 17 confirm that
the magnitude of settlement of tailings deposits vary considerably and in general is.
large.
The investigation is based on using the finite strain theory, as proposed by Gibson, et
al,8, 9 and 17 with incremental time steps of analysis, by way of a comnnter program, to
analyse the pore pressure distribution and magnitude in a tailings de{vsit, with a fixed
deposition cycle.
The analysis of the program is based on the following parameters:
• stepped time increment for deposition
• stepped deposition thickness
" non-linear soil parameters
The effect of decanting seepage from the deposit is also modelled. The results of the
analyses have been used in a stability analysis program, to tes' the effect of the
various rates of deposition on the stability of the outer slope of a f~1ilingsdam. The
lateral extent of the pore pressure zone was determined, based on the experience of
the author with tailings dams. The stability analyses are very sensitive to variation of
this zone, and therefore the results should be considered as indicative results only.
The calculated consolidation settlement of the dam is considered to be accurate, for
the "floor" of a tailings deposit. The floor area of a tailings dam benefits from very
limited, if any, consolidation as a result of evaporation and sun drying of the deposit.
It is demonstrated in the literature'" 21 and 22 that the effect of high evaporation can
result in large pre-consolidation stresses. in the upper crust of a deposit, which 15
consistent with larger settlements in the upper layers of the deposit. This effect is
evident in the "daywall" section of a tailings deposit, that makes use of the drying
effect of the sun, in the operational management of the tailings dam,
The result of the investigation produced typical pore pressure profiles f01' seven
different j;ypes of mine tailings, as well as two industria! residue products. The results
have been compared to published results, and differences in results' are investigated
and explained.
The program has been written to allow for future development, to include the effect of
evaporation from the surface of the deposit. The program can be used as a basis to
analyse a two-dimensional effect in the consolidatioa analysis, so that the outer slope
drainage effect of tailings dams can be modelled.
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CHAPTER 3: THEORY
3.1 CLASSICAL THEORY OF CONSOLIDATION
The classical theory of consolidation is based on the work by Terzaghr", which
was originally written to allow the prediction of pore pressures and settlement of
stifflayers of clay, subjected to the application ofa load. The discussion below is
limited to one-dimensional conditions.
The classical theory of consolidatior. is based 011 the following assumptions:
• the voids of the soil a" completely filled with water
• the water and the soil constituents are completely incompressible
• Darcy's law of fluid tlow applies
• the coefficient of permeability of the soil is constant over the entire range of
analysis
• the time factor or consolidation is purely a function of the soil permeability.
In addition the following stress strain relationship applies to the soil at every
point in the soilmass and over the entire process of consolidation.
Be
ti" := -B .. is a constant for the soil (1)
0""
l.e.The change in void ratio as a result of a change in the state of the soil stress is
constant, and is called the coefficient of compresslbllity,
Another assumption is that the equation of equilibrium applies.
0"1' := I'.z + q (2)
where Civ= vertical stress
'1 := density
z :::depth from the top of the layer
q ee applied stress at the top of the layer
e := void ratio
The applied stress is located at the top of the consolidating stratum, and the
density of the soil remains constant with depth.
In order to satisfy the conditions of continuity of flow in the soil, the. following
equation needs to be satisfied.
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where k =permeability of tile soil
h== hydraulic head
e = void ratio
t =time
To satisfy the above assumptions and equations, the strains that occur due to
consolidation must be small.
Based on the above, the following equations have been developed to help predict
the rate of consolidation of stiff clays, and the settlement that is associated with
the consolidation (1'erzagh?4, Taylor 3). These equations are summarised below:
[
k(l + e)] aliu au• 'Ywav 82:2=& " (4)
when' u := h.yw
l'\V"" density of the water
The assumptions above require that the permeability and the coefficient. of
compressibility remain constant, i.e.
k(1 +e)_----constant (5)
rwav
This constant is called the coefficient of consolidation Cv, and is assumed to be a
unique value for a soil mass under a certain set of stress conditions. Hence
equation (4) can be rewritten in the more familiar form below:
a2u au
Cv ~ == --- .•;,•• ~.~._ \ .•.••.•• , ••••••••••••..••••••.•••.••••.•.•.• :•••.•••••• ~,.,.· .••.. ~;,••.•.•. ""u ,·(6)
f}z at
Eq,uiltion (6) is known as Terzaghl's24 consolidation equation.
The head (h) is equivalent to the hydrostatic excess pore pressure, which will
cause a flow gradient and can be replaced by uIy w• The abov-e equation can {hen
be rewritten as:
". 8
Cv '"' n= 0' v (7)
az'1. at
SL'1ce the left member of this equation does not contain the variable t, its value
cannot be altered by a change in I; therefore, if the equality is to be preserved, a
change in t must not affect the value of the right member. A similar P' -iment
holds true if z is considered variable. Hence each term must be es_ J to a
constant, For convenience, call this constant ~A2.
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a _ 1
a 2 fez) - -A fez) : (8)z '
The expression, which satisfies this relationship, is
f (z) == CI cos Az + C2 sin Az (9)
in which Cl and C2 are arbitrary constants. The right member of the equation
gives
8 _ 2 (---- A cvf t) " (10)
8(t)
The expression, which satisfies this relationship, is
f(t) == CJ e _,/lc.1 (11)
in which e is the Napierian base and C3 is an arbitrary constant. Thus the
equation becomes.
u = (Cicos.Az «Cssin Az)e-A'CYI " •.•.(12)
The remaining requirement is the satisfying of boundary conditions. The
boundary conditions for the case of one-dimensional consolidation may be
expressed as follow:
.. Free drainage at top; l.e. atz= 0, u=o
• Free drainage at bottom; i.e. at z =; 2H, u = 0 where H. is the length of the
c- longest drainage path
• The initial excess pore pressure is constant, i.e. at t =< 0, U =< 110
The first condition is satisfied ifq == 0. This leaves
I -- C /,' A ,\ ·,ea,1 (13)J - s(l:iln zle .
Thl} second condition will be satisfied if 2A.8: = np, wherein n is any integer.
Then
C '. nn z -11'rr'c,INH' (14)U:::: S SIn 2H e .. " "' .
The term Cs is merely an arbitrary constant, and n Can assume any integral value
whatever. Therefore a series of the form
trZ -rr'e IN'" + B '. 2;rz e .11o"c,dNJl' +
U = HI 2II e' 2 sm 2H ...
........" .... (15)
n;rrz+ B" sin 2H
e -1,'''>c,I{./II' + ...
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in which Bi, B2, ... Bn, ... are constants. This series may be written in abbreviated
form:
'';,ftJ n1C_z
u := L Ell sin e ,,,I,,il),ll4l1j : •• (16)
/I~I 2H
The third boundary condition will be fulfilled if the constants En in equation (16)
above are determined so that
n s= ec • n7t z
llo= L BnSIn-- ; (17)
0=1 2H
This is a common type of Fourier expansion, and the constants may be readily
determined by the use of the following relationships
"
[Sill mx sin nx dx ;:; 0 (18)
(J
and
Iff' 1(sill I'IX dx := 2 (19)
II
where m and 11 are unequal integers. With change of variable from x to nzl2H,
these expressions become
211Isin mnz sin nnz dz ;:: 0 , (20)
II 2H 2H
and
ntJ sirr' i: dz = n (21)
(J
If both sides ,of equation (17) are multiplied by sin (mrz/2H) dz and integrated
between 0 and 2H, all terms in the series except the nth term will assume the
form of the first equation above and vanish; the nth term will be in the form of
the second equation and will have a definite value. Thus
2H .. ... 211f u, sin nm: dz == Bn f sin 2 nm: dz ""B,,1-! (22)
o 2B 0 2H
hence
1 211 • 11m:B.t ::=...._ J UQ Sln -_ dz •.,.,•."h 't H ,h •••• t " ~.",:t," ••............. (23)
H 0 2H
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cl,t
T = fl]. ', (25)
Substituting into equation (16), the solution then becomes,
II~" 1 211 •- "'( f . nsz d \ (si nm) 'II'"'' 11'11(' (24)u- L...J - UoSIU-- z) s1o--- & c, ..
n~1 H 0 2H 2H .
This equation is perfectly general for the conditions assumed, and it enables the
hydrostatic excess pressure u to be computed for a soil mass under any initia!
system of stress lio, at any depth z, and at any time t.
This equation may be written in a more general form, since time t appears as a
multiple of cvlH2, which is a constant for a given case. Let
An analysis of the units of' the quantities involved shows that T is a
dimensionless number, and it is called the tlme factor. The insertion of the
equation above into the general equation gives the following form, which holds
for any homogeneous stratum:
II~'" 1 '-II- "( f . nsz d ) (si nm) ~11,3JI12/fiT (26)u -.t.,., - llo Sin --- z sm---. e '
11=1 H 0 2H 2H
In particular, if lIo is a cOli'\,tant,the equation becomes
_ "'" ec 2 tltI . • n7l'Z ~O.2SIl'/f''/'
U - L -- (1 ~ cos ntt) (Sin j'J) e (27)
11-' n" 21
Wheii n is even, 1 ~ cos n 1t vanishes; when n is odd, this factor becomes 2.
Therefore it is convenient to let n -- 2m + 1, in which m is an integer, The
substinrtinn of
1
M = '1" (2m + 1) (28)
is a considerable aid in the simplification of the writing of equations, since M
appears frequently. After these substitutions ate made the equation for constant
initial hydrostatic excess pressure becomes
11\""'2 M7
II=r .Uo (sin -=:) e 'M'T (29)
lIJ"O M H
Classical consolidation theory assumes that the settlement of any layer is
negligible, and hence is not considered further. Hence the drainage path length
does not change for the analysis; i.e, H is a constant.
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3.2 F[NITE STRAIN NON-LINEAR CONSOLIDATION THEORY
Non-linear finite strain theory differs from the classical theory of
consolidation in the following way:
., The time dependant factor of consolidation varies, and is a function of
the permeability and the void ratio of the soil.
• The void ratio of the soil is not constant, and varies as a function of the
soil skeleton's effective stress.
• The coefficient of permeability of the soil varies over the stress range
in the soil.
.. The consolidation settlement of the soil is limited to the change in void
ratio of'the soil.
The following assumptions also apply, which is the same as for the classical
theory:
• The voids of the soil are completely filled with water.
e The water and the soil constituents are completely incompressible.
.. Darcy's law of fluid flow applies.
Non-linear Finite Strain theory allows the modelling of a large strain
consolidation process, which incorporates the non-linear functions of
permeability and void ratio over the thickness of the consolidating stratum.
Herce, this theory is particularly relevant to soft soils and hydraulically placed
d~\!J4sits.
Large strain of the soil layer results in a significant change in the thickness of
the layer, and as a result, in the drainage path length of the interstitial water, as
a. function of time. Therefore, it is necessary to be able to trace soil particles
on a relative co-ordinate system within the soil stratum, which varies with
time as the consolidation process proceeds.
At anyone Iocation, the volume of solids remains a constant, and the volume
of interstitial water varies as a function of time and is controlled by the void
ratio of the soil. The rate at which the interstitial water leaves the soil dictates
the rate of consolidation.
Hence, the permeability of a layer is a function of the void ratio, and the
change in volume of a layer is a function of the void ratio. The compressibility
of a layer is a function of the void ratio, and hence a, is a function of void
ratio.
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Tht refore h es h(e) and r (30)
av= ale)
The development of the governing equations for large strain, non-linear
consolidation (see Gibson", et al1967) is best-accomplished using Lagrangian
co-ordinates z, and z, as shown in Figure 3.1. The detailed derivation of the
equations has not been reproduced, but the following needs to. be considered:
k(l+ e) a2u au ..
----~2;::: - excludesthe selfweightofa layer (31)
Ywav az at
To include self-weight, another term needs to be added to the equation
(GibsonS, et al) namely
k(l +e) a2u au dh,. . '
7 =-. -"/-- , (32)
I'wav az- at dt
where hi
Y
cr
""distance to the top of the layer
= effective density of the layer, and
= ,,/.ht
Rewriting equation (32), into another form, in terms of stress o' •
k(l+ eo) a2u a. atl av' ocr
--'---=-'--2. =--.---.-.-- (33)
I',,(l+e) az l+eo at l+eo at
where eo := initial void ratio
The above equation (33) can be rewritten with the non-liner terms above
(equations 30) and the Lagrangian co-ordinates to produce the following
equation:
a [k(e)(l+eo) au]. av(e) [au ocr]
Ozo •. yw(l+e) •Ozo =1+e
o
at ~a (34)
rewriting the equation (34) in Which e is the dependent variable
o[ (l+eo)·k(e) aeJ. . oe 1 oe"8z
0
- 1w.(1+ e)·av(e) . oZtJ ±f(e). Gt
o
=; 1+ eo • az (35)
wheref(e)= _[r.< -lJ.L[k(e_)_] (36)r.. de l+e
where fee) is the self-weight component of the equation and Y5 == unit weight of
solids.
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Introducing a term called the Finite. Strain Coefficient of Consolidation,
namely gee)
,~. Ie(e)Where gee) - -, (37)
r,,(l +e)a"(e)
Allows equatior. (35) to be rewritten as
~ [gee) ::J± fee) : := : (38)
and
gee) =. c,. 2 , (39)
(1 + e)
Relating the Finite Strain Coefficient of Consolidation to the classical
Coefficient of Consolidation allows the adoption of the process of predicting
the dissipation of pore-water pressure described in Section 3.1 to the present
theory.
The. process of finite strain is represented graphically in Flgure 3.1 below,
which shows how the drainage length changes. with settlement. Also;' the
settlement is a function of.the change in the void ratio, i.e. the soil particles are
assumed to be incompressible over the range of analvsis.
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Figure 3.1: Finite Strain Consolidation
~Q
Surface of layer
Settled surface of layer
Voids
Settlement= f( A 01)
Datum level
z= f(t)
Note: the solids are the same particles for the two time increments.
In all of the above equations, k, which is the permeability, is a function of the
void ratio, and hence a function of the effective stress. The variable z is a
reduced co-ordinate, which is related to the moving boundary. This variable is
defined as the volume per unit area of solids lying between the datum level
and the Lagrangian co-ordinate level. The Lagrangian co-ordinate is the initial
level of the solids under consideration (20).
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3.3 Finite Strain Non Linear Theory Applied. to a Layer Increasing With
Time
The above theory is to be applied to a layer increasing in thickness with-time.
Closed form solutions have been published by Gibson', for constant linear soil
properties, under two conditions. These conditions are:
• thickness of deposit is proportional to .Jt. k
• constant rate of deposition
where t = time and k '" permeability of the consolidating material.
These solutions do not include the effect of consolidation settlement, or any
non-lineal' properties of the consolidating material.
The present research is aimed at including the non-linear and large strain effect
into the analysis ofa consolidating body increasing in thickness with time.
This effect IS modelled by breaking the consolidating body into numerous thin
layers. The characteristics. of each of the thin layers is assumed to be constant
over the layer thickness. The consolidation process over time is also divided
into numerous short-time intervals, and the soil properties over that short-time
increment are assumed to be constant for the time interval.
The consolidating body is assumed to increase in thickness ill a step-wise
fashion. Any increase in thickness is modelled by adding another thin layer to
the rest of the consolidating body. The added layer imposes a load onto the
underlying layers, and increases the drainage path length.
At each time increment, the soil parameters are changed due to the change in
pore pressure. The change in pore pressure results in changes in the
permeability, the compressibility, and results in a reduction of the drainage
path length due to settlement.
Therefore, the theory of Section 3.2 is applied in a stepped manner, for both
time and loads.
The settlement of layers occurs as a result of a reduction of the void ratio,
resulting from the dissipation of pore pressures.
II
Settlement= 2::!(tJ.ei) ' (40)
1=1
where n = number of.incremental layers
eF void ratio of the ithe layer
The analysis is carried out on a timestep basis, the interval of which is selected
to ensure that the non-linearity of the soil is simulated acceptably. It is evident
that the drainage length of each incremental layer varies both with time and
location, in the overall consolidating mass. As time proceeds, the drainage
length. increases by the difference between the thickness of the added layers,
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minus the settlement as a result of consolidation. The applied pressure On any
incremental layer also increases with time, which is a function of the
deposition rate at the surface of the consolidating mass.
The process of removing supernatant water from the surface of the
consolidating muss results in a reduction of load. on the layers. The supernatant
water is thd interstitial water that has reached the top of the total stratum, as a
result of consolidation. Similarly, seepage that leaves. the layer through fhe
base results in reduction of load on the consolidating layers. Hence, the
applied load on any layer varies with each time increment, if supern.at<lntwater
is "removed" in the analysis.
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CHAPTER 4: HYDRAULIC WASTE DISPOSAL
The mining industry produces large volumes of residue product from the mineral
extraction processes. Due to tho umes being so large, the most economical method to
transport and dispose of the tl::- ';'bi; ',s by mixing the residue product with water, and
pumping it via. dedicated pipelines to a tailings dam. These tailings dams are built up
incrementally to '~Dntainthe liquid tailings within the dam. In South Africa, the weather
allows the outer walls to be built using dried tailings, While in other parts of the world
this outer wall is built with engineered fill,
The tailings is placed in layers of slurry at a low relative density, allowing the solids to
settle out, and decanting the supernatant water, after a ret period. Each layer of tailings
that is placed on the dam loads the lower layers, previously placed. The tailings is usually
fine grained from the grinding process, and hence is. slow draining. Hence, with each
layer placed, the lower layers develop excess pore pressures, which dissipate with time to
the nearest free draining surface. The distance to a free drcining surface. becomes longer
with each new layer placed, and reduces as the older layers consolidate.
The outer wall of the tailings dam needsto consolidate adequately, to allow sufficient
gain in strength of the tailings material to retain the tailings in the dam. To this end, the
Chamber of Mines provided a guideline document, that suggested a limiting 1'tte of rise
for tailings dams. This rate of rise was related to the slope of the outer wall, the height of
the darn, and the coefficient of consolidation of the tailings. The two graphs presentedin
the Chamber of Mines document are for a dam on a pervious and on an impervious base
for a tailings with a Cv of 180mz/year.
These graphs were produced on the basis (if CalClu."lllg the stability of the outer slope of
a tailings dam. For this analysis the pore pressure of a limited number of thick layers of
tailings, placed at a con-tant time interval, was. calculated. The dam outer slope was
"formed" by ~utthg a slope into the layers of normally consolidated tailings. The pore
pressure was calculated using the linear theory of infinitesimal strain for consolidation, as
suggested by Terzag:hi24•
The above work has the following limitations:
• The change in the soil parameters as a result of consolidation is not taken into
account,
• Tailings placed ata high void ratio will result in substantial settlement. This is
not taken into account by this document.
• The effect of two-dimensional drainage near the outer slope of the dam is
ignored.
• The two graphs relate to tailings with a shear strength of 35°, and a single
value of c-,
When these graphs were produced they were based on the. average properties for a
particular gold tailings.
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Test data from various mine and industrial waste materials show significant non-linear
properties. This data is presented in Appendix A of this report. Schiffman, et a/17,
Mitsunaril4 and Glenister and PresslO also measured non-linear large strain properties of
various tailings.
The test data in Appendix A and the publications abovel?, 14 ttr1(j 10, all confirm the
following trend:
A decrease in the permeability of the material with increased effective stress.
A substantial reduction in the void ratio with increased effective stress.
The test data in Appendix A for the "Crown" gold tailings and the manganese tailings
were obtained from test results carried out using Rowe cell consolidation tests. The
reason for selecting this type of test apparatus was two fold:
The Crown tailings was known to be fairly quick draining, and the results from
conventional consolidation equipment would be inaccurate. This is due to the short
drainage path of the test sample, and the related very short time increment to measure t90
for the test.
The manganese tailings properties were also measured ill a Rowe cell. Although this test
was for another purpose, the results were also used for the consolidation analysis. The
manganese tailings consolidates slowly, and hence a conventional consolidation test
would probably have been adequate except for the small specimen height.
Due to the non-linear properties the need exists to be able to model the change in the
permeability of the soil with the change in applied load, with time. A reduction in
permeability results in a higher pore. pressure at any time, compared to using a constant
average permeability value of the material, Failure to incorporate this effect will result in
stability analyses, which will provide unsafe results, due to the under-estimation of the
excess pore pressures.
The reduction ill the void ratio with applied stress is less critical, in that if this is not
included in the analysis, it will have the following effect:
• The total thickness of the tailings will not be reduced due to consolidation
settlement, and hence the length of the drainage path will be over-estimated.
... The actual capacity of the tailings dam will be more than what will be
predicted, and hence the actual rate of rise of the dam will be lower; and
therefore safer. This will however have financial implications for the
development of the tailings dam, as the predicted size of a facility will be
larger that what is actually required.
In order to accurately predict the pore pressure in the material and to simulate the true
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height (and hence capacity) of the dam with time, the following requirements have been
identified:
o The deposition sequence of the tailings on the dam needs to be simulated as closely as
practically possible. Hence, thin layers of material are simulated as being placed on
the material already in the dam. Each layer is simulated as a load, plus an increase in
the drainage length for all the underlying layers.
• The dissipation of pore pressure from each load increment needs to be traced with
time, as the dissipation process is an exponential one, and the drainage length changes
with time. The change in drainage length is as a result of consolidation settlement,
plus the extra thickness from new layers above.
• The consolidation process needs to be modelled during the time between load
applications. If this is not done, and the time interval between load applications is
large, large inaccuracies will result in the analysis. This is as aresultof.tne non-linear
properties of 1110stailings. The modelling process needs to be based on a number of
short time increments, over which period the soil properties. can remain constant for
analysis. This should be the basis 011 which the analysis time increment is selected,
and needs to be '. '"'fied for different tailings.
• To model high tailings dams built by a large number of thin layers, could result in
information storage capacity problems, due to the large number of varying properties.
It is however not necessary to keep track of information from layers where the pore
pressures from early loads have fully dissipated. Hence, the analysis needs to have a
process to identify and neglect this "dissipated" information.
& The information must be presented in a formatthat can be effectively used for the
design of a facility.
CHAPTERS: PORE PRESSURE ANALYSIS PROGRAM
The word "soil" has been used in the discussion of the programme. The analysis
equally refers to any consolidating matter, particularly for waste or residue products,
to which this type of analysis is relevant.
The analysis of large strain consolidation ie e. calculation intensive process. The non-
linearity of the materials being analysed also results in a large number of constantly
changing variables. Every load step results in an additional set of values being added
to the variable matrices, whilst all the existing values change for each incremental
time-analysis step. The changes in the pore pressure of the consolidating layer are
non-linear, being exponential. Also, the laws of superposition call not be applied to
the pore pressure dissipation process, for different load applications; i.e, the
dissipation pressure of.load 1 plus the dissipation pressure ofload 2 does not equal the
dissipation pressure of (loads 1 + 2) added at the start of the dissipation process.
The dissipation algorithm used In the program is based on a uniform initial
distribution of pore pressure in each individual consolidating layer.
5.1 Algorithm and Basis of the Analysis
During the development phase of the program, the following requirements
were identified, to ensure that the program analysis functioned correctly:
.. For each load increment, the dissipation of pore pressure in a particular
layer needs to be tracked separately, with the dissipation period being
measured relative to the time when the load was applied.
• The change of soil properties needs to be recalculated continuously
with time, as the layer under consideration consolidates. These soil
property parameters need to be recalculated between as well as during
loading stages.
(I The dissipation of pore pressure over a unit time increment needs to be
calculated as follows:
1. The soil parameters applicable at the end of time increment H,
are applicable to the perc pres rure dissipation calculation at
time =: t, for the unit time increment.
2. Calculate the pore pressure at time =: t-l, using the soil
parameters. of 1, and a dissipation period of t-t,
3. Calculate the pore pressure at time := t, using the same soil
parameters and a dissipation period of t.
4. Subtract the difference in pore pressure of t-I and t, from the
excess pore pressure stored at the end of the last time
increment.
5. Steps 2 to 4 need to be calculated separately for each load
increment, due to the difference in the dissipation time, as a
result of loads being applied at different times.
The. above process needs to be repeated for each incremental layer;
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" The drainage length of each layer changes with each time increment.
«I The soil parameters of the overall consolidating stratum varies with
depth, in accordance with the non-linear soil parameters of the soil.
• The point of maximum pore pressure over the soil profile needs to be
determined, in order to id mtify whether the incremental soil layer is
draining upwards or downwards.
" Settlement of each incremental layer needs to be calculated fer each
change in pore pressure, to calculate the change in drainage length.
Many residue products are placed at high void ratios, and the
magnitude of the resulting settlement is large.
The above points highlight the salient features of the analysis program. For the
detailed implementation of these features, the coding of the program should be
consulted. A copy of the coding has been attached as Appendix B of this
document,
The extensive amount of variables that need to be recalculated continuously,
lead the author to the decision to write the program in-Visual Basic (Rl, uslng
the spreadsheet concept to display the results both numerically and
graphically. The Spreadsheet system, Excel, was also used to analyse the input
data of the soil, to set up the initial soil layer parameters, as well as to fit
equations to the test data, that represent the non-linear behaviour of the soil,
5.1.1 Program Functions
The Visual Basic code has been written to allow any form of non-linear
behaviour of the soil to be analysed by the program. Separate functions exist
in the program that calculate these parameters. (Function G, Function void
and Function T). The default relationship of these functions is as follows:
Function G:
The function calculates:
• the permeability of'the soil
.. the compressibility of the soil
• the finite strain coefficient of consolidation parameter g(e) of the soil
The permeability of the soil is a function of the effective stress of the
incremental layer under consideration. For many residue products, a
relationship based on the logarithm of the effective stress, results in a
quadratic equation, of the form:
k = 10 (a.(log(crt ))"2 +b.logfo") + c) (41)
where 11, h and c are constants determined from laboratory tests on the residue.
Prom the; above it call be seen that the applied stress needs to be above 1 kPa,
to avoid problems with the log function with respect to the effective stress. If
lower stresses are applied, it will be necessary to use a non-log function to
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relate the soil properties of the consolidating layer. The program code will
then hav \! to be modified for this function.
The compressibility of the soil is represented as .he inverse of the coefficient
of compressibility, in the form:
My= (0",-0" ',.1)(e,.,-e,) ..........................." (42)
where (J' 't is the effective stress at the start and end of the incremental
consolidation period, and. e is the void ratio at the start and end of the
incremental consolidation period.
The finite strain coeffieien! of consolidation parameter gee) of the soil is
similar to the coefficient of consolidation used in the Terzaghi Theory, namely
c., The relationship of gee) in the program is as follows:
k.Mvgee) = . .. (43)g.O + e)
where e is void ratio,
g = gravity acceleration
k ;: permeability at the void ratio e
Function void:
The void function calculates the void ratio of the soil, as a function of the
effective stress (0' I) in the "oil, and is of the form:
e=d,log:((-;T,)2+f.log (0'1) +g (44)
where d, f and g are constants determined from laboratory tests on the residue,
Again, it call be seen that this is a log function. This function may be
modified, if the log relationship results in an unacceptably low correlation
with the laboratory results, or the applied stresses are very low.
FunctionT:
This function calculates the value of the variable T, which is the time factor,
and is a function of the time that has lapsed in the dissipation process, since
the load has been applied. The relationship of this function is as follows:
T= (g(e). (1 + e) 2. t ) IH2 " (45)
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where t is the time of dissipation
H is the length of the shortest drainage path
The value ',lfthe void ratio (e), and gee) are variable inputs that are related to
the properties of'the soil, at the time t being analysed. These variables change
at each time increment, due to the changing effective stress in the
consolidating soil layer.
A further two functions exist in the program. These functions do not change if
the soil functions are changed. These functions are as follows:
Function remain
Function ui
Function remain:
This is a function that has been created for programming purposes, and is not
related to the algorithms of the analysis. This function returns the fraction
remainder of a division of two numbers, and is used in the display of results.
Function ui:
The function ui returns the residual pore pressure at a selected location in the
soil. The variables used by the function to determine the pore pressure are;
'" applied load
'" function T
'" position or location with respect to the drainage path length.
The form of this algorithm is as follows:
. ~( 2. p 5. ( ition) (.(11\1 'T))}) /46)111= L..J --. t'lln m.. POSl 1011 •e ~
k~o m
where m = O,S.n-. (2. k + 1)
P ""applied pressure
T = time function
position = depth -;- shortest drainage length
k == counting variable for the summation process.
The value of ui is cumulated for each iteration of k, until the value of k reaches
100, or the value of each incremental ui is less than the pressure + 1000. As
this is a Fourier series analysis, the function continues calculating until the
iteration has continued for a multiple of 2 times the inverse of the "position"
variable, to ensure that the iteration cycle has stopped at the end of a closed
cycle. This is illustrated in Figure 5.1 below.
Figure 5.1: Fuurier Series Iteration Stability
6~===
5
number of iterations
The graph above shows the dissipation of a pressure applied to a layer of
consolidating soil as the iteration process proceeds. To ensure a closed
iteration loop, the number of curves above and below the horizontal axis must
be equal.
If a different pore pressure dissipation algorithm to the one above is to be
used, then the Function ui canbe modified to accommodate this.
5.1.2. Analyt{cal Section
The body of the program has been divided into four sections that perform
similar calculations. These four sections are as follows:
• initial layers, draining upwards
• initial layers, draining downwards
• added [ayers, draining upwards
• added layers, draining downwards
The initial layer facility allows for the field situation to be modelled where
tailings are deposited on the top of an older deposit. This also allows for the
modification of the program, to simulate two different types of consolidating
soils, one of a fixed thickness, such as a clay deposit, and the second layer, as
a layer Increasing in thickness with time, such as a tailings dam, embankment
or terrace.
The initial conditions for the initial layers are set by the first section of the
program, where the initial void ratios and permeability of the layer is set as a
function of the effective stress. For this, it is assumed that the layer is at
equilibrium, i.e. 110 excess pore pressure.
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The structure of the four sections of the program can be represented as
follows:
Figure 5.2: Structure of Program
For each load
increment
Pore Pressure:
Repeated for each layer of
soil in consolidating layer
The change in pore pressure is directly related to the change in effective stress
of the layer. The change in effective stress is then used to calculate the change
in permeability and void ratio, by way of the Functions void and G •
The change in pore pressure is calculated as follows:
The latest values of the soil parameters of permeability and void ratio are used
to calculate the pore pressure of each incremental layer at time equals to t and
t-I, This incremental change in pore pressure (8. u) is then subtracted from the
last Value of pore pressure calculated for time equals t"1. Hence,
Uncwl=U(Jldi- Au , (47)
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where d u is the dissipation of pore pressure calculated for the unit time
increment with the latest soil parameters
The process of pore pressure dissipation is repeated for every separate load,
applied to each layer by the weight of the above layers ..This requires that a
separate record is kept of the pore pressure for each load application at each
incremental layer, with a record of at what stage the load is applied.
It is 110tcorrect to add all the incremental pressures at a layer, and dissipate
this summed pressure as if it is at time = O.
The program has a number of control statements in the pore pressure module
to reduce the number of calculations and prevent negative pore pressures
being developed, once the pore excess pressure of a load has dissipated to
zero.
Settlement:
The incremental settlement of each incremental layer is calculated on the basis
of the change in void ratio of that layer over each time increment. The
incremental settlements of all the layers are summed, to determine the overall
settlement of the consolidating layer. The relationship used for the calculation
ofthe incremental settlement is as follows:
Pi= de. di.( 1- (l-e 1» .. · ........ ·.. ······· .. · .... ·.... ··(47)
where. de
di
ej
change in void ratio between time increments t and t-I
thickness of incremental layer at timec
void ratio of the layer at time t-I
Once the settlement of each of the four sections of the program has been
determined, the total settlement is calculated as the sum of the four. The
consolidating layer thickness, and hence the shortest drainage path length is
calculated as:
New thickness= old thickness - total settlement ( + new layer thickness, when
applicable)
A new layer is not added at every time increment, and hence this addition is
determined byway of a control structure in the program.
Each incremental layer thickness is kept in an array, as the soil particles of
each layer remain as particles of that layer, i.e, the particles of layer 15 at time
increment No.1, remain the particles of layer 15 at time increment No. 50, but
they will be in a tighter matrix, due to the process of consolidation.
The design of the program allows a record to be obtained of the settlement, as
well as the pore pressure with time, at any incremental layer. A typical record
is given below;
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Figure 5.3: Pore Pressure build up and settlement of an incremental layer
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The dotted line is the trace of the settlement of an incremental layer, in
relation to the overall layer thickness base level, L~;. the trace includes the
settlement of the layers below the one being shown. In the graph a soil particle
was at elevation 1,94m above the base of the consolidating layer at t = 1, and
the same particle settled to a level of 1,75m above the base at time increment
9.
The solid line is read in relation to the left-hand axis of the graph, and
represents the increase m pare pressure of the same incremental layer as the
settlement trace, as a function of time. The pressure increases as the overall
consolidating layer is increasing in thickness with time. The increase in
thickness is brought about by the addition of fine-grained soil at the top of the
layer, at a faster rate than what the pore pressure can dissipate. The above data
is taken from an analysis of a tailings deposit, with the moving co-ordinates
having been converted to absolute levels.
The above results may seem contradictory, in that the pore pressure increases,
but settlement still occurs. The results are however only for the selected time
frame. The pore pressure of the incremental layer is higher when the
incremental loads are applied, and some of the pressure dissipates, leading to
settlement of the layer.
5.2. Program Input And Output
The extract ofthe program below is a copy of the main input and output sheet
of the program, for the analysis of the pore pressure with respect to location
and time,
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Figure 5.4: Sample of Program input and output sheet
RESULTS OF PORE PRESSURE ANALYSIS FOR CONTINUOUS LOADING
Initial increments in start 6
layer=
Number of drainagel2
paths= I
Total number of loads 230 No.
applied=
Thickness of applied load= 0.296 m
',' "
kPa
m
111
The lightly shaded cells are the cells that need input values. The rest of the
sheet is used as all output for the analysis.
The following list explainseach of the input cells:
Initial drainage L [m]
This determined at what time interval the
pore pressure is to be displayed on the
output sheet.
The sheet assumes that the load that is put
into this cell is applied at a constant rate of
the next cell.
The loading of the above cell is applied at a
rate of every xx days. This is the value (xx)
for this cell.
Due to the non-linear nature of the soils,
the interval for pore pressure dissipation
can be selected. The minimum is one day,
and must be an integer.
This cell reflects the thickness ofthe initial
layer. This layer must have no excess pore
pressure. This layer needs to be an even
integer multiple of the "thickness of
applied load".
Time increment for display of results
[days]
Load applied at each stage [kPa]
Time step for loading [days]
Time interval for analysis [days] *
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Thickness of applied load [m]
.This value is 1 for one way drainage, or 2
for two-way drainage.
The number of loads multiplied by the time
step of loading determines the total. length
of time being analysed for the deposit.
The thickness of the applied layer that
places the load On the consolidating layer
needs to be placed into this cell, This value
is used to increase the longest drainage
path length.
Number of drainage paths [value]
Total number of loads applied [number]
The appropriate value to be selected for cell marked (*) is a matter of
experience. The lowest value, 1, will give the most accurate value of" the
analysis, but the analysis time may become prohibitively long. One analysis
has been run for a copper slime, for a deposit placed over 750 days, at daily
intervals. This analysis took 30 hours On a Pentium 133MHz computer, with
no other analysis tasking.
The first column of u is the column where a static pore pressure can be
inserted. The function of this column is for a deposit on a low permeability
base, where a permanent water table has developed in the deposit. The value
put into this column is subtracted from the effective stress value that is used to
determine the initial soil properties with respect to permeability and void ratio.
The workbook includes spreadsheets for the. analysis of laboratory: data to
determine the non-linear relationship of the soil properties, for input into the
program. A summary of the Excel procedure to Use the CUrvefitting options is
given in the Appendix C of this document.
Sheet:;~ofWorkbook
Sheet 2 is used to start the analysis process by inserting the test results from
consolidometer or Rowe cell tests carried out on undisturbed or reconstructed
samples of sell or waste. The correct selection of test is important to obtain
realistic consolidation results. The laboratory results need to measure the
following:
1) Specific gravity of the sample
2) The void ratio as a function of applied stress to the sample. This is
determined by measuring the void ratio at the start of the consolidation
test, and thereafter is related to the vertical height of the sample being
tested.
3) A trace. of the time versus settlement of the sample at each stress (load)
increment. From the time trace, the coefficient of consolidation Cey) can
be determined, by graphical construction. The coeffic lent of
consolidation is then related to the permeability ofthe sample at that load
increment.
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Alternatively, permeability tests can be carried out at different confining
stresses of the sample.
~ k(1+e) L\cr
Cy---'- , (48)
'/w L\e
hence Cv,/ .. L\ek = . .., , (49)
(1+ e) L\er
Sbeet30fWorkbpol"
In the Sheet 3, charts are created that graphically represent the laboratory results
of the Sheet 2, This sheet has not been pre-formatted, to allow maximum
flexibility to determine the most appropriate equation of the results.
It has been found that a quadratic fit to the laboratory data usually results in a
good correlation, The data is usually plotted as follows:
log effective stress vs. log permeability
log effective stress vs, void ratio
The pore pressure analysis program requites a relation of permeability as well as
void ratio as a fimction ofstrcss.
Hence, in this sheet two charts need to be created. These charts can be created
tll1ywhere on the sheet. There are no active links from the rest of the workbook to
this sheet, except for the shaded cells.
Once the appropriate two formulas have been found, they need to be manually
inserted into the shaded cells in Sheet 3. If those formulas are calculated outside
the spreadsheet, 110 analysis needs to be carried out in Sheet 3, but the
appropriate values need to be inserted into the shaded cells.
The program has been further developed to include the effect of removing the
seepage and supernatant li'1nid from the consolidating mass, as the process of
consolidation proceeds, This effect results in the applied load at any time
being reduced by the amount of seepage that leaves the stratum. This reduced
load is equivalent to the settlement of a layer, multiplied by the density of
Water. Any settlement of the layer is as a result of interstitial water being
squeezed out of the consolidating layer. The removal of seepage water is
included as an incrementa' event that occurs every time a load is applied to the
layer. This removal of load is simulated as a reduction of the applied loud, by
an amount equal to the settlement of the entire layer times the density of
water, over the time between load applications. i!~nce, the reduction of load
only applies to the present load being applied, and the "older" loads remain
unchanged,
If the reduction of load as a result of seepage is applied to all the loads, then
this results in problems in the analysis. A future version of the program may
include this finer adjustment, but this will require special memory
management to prevent the analysis becoming prohibitively time consuming.
The removal of seepage has been limited to the case of free seepage to the
surface. No allowance has been made for the case where the effect of
evaporation can dry out the surface and create negative pore pressure gradients
in the surface layers. This will result in an accelerated rate of consolidation of
the layer, as reported in Seneviratne'", at al; Fahey and Fujiyasu'', SwarbriciC1
and A. MacG Robertson".
The program can be modified to display any number of variables, as a function
of the depth of the deposit. Figure 5.5 below shows an example where the
effective stress at different depths has been included in the output, These
values can be used for the stability analysis of a consolidating stratum.
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Figure 5.5: Program output including effective stress values
300 days
1.441 m
158.69 kPa
9,240 m
9.546
3.326
5.946
9.645
12.774
15.445
17.680
:W.242
22.23D
23.923
25.713
26.904
27.705
27.846
27.059
26.074
24.812
22.717
20.012
17.565
15.023
11.904
7.935
4.503
1.356
0.000
0.387
0.764
1.129
1.483
1.839
2.196
2.556
2.917
3.280
3.645
4.013
4.383
4.756
5.132
5.510
5.892
6.276
6.664
7.056
7.453
7.855
8.262
8.677
9.106
9.546----~----~----------~
5.3 Validation of Program Results
164.721
152.703
141.879
132.658
121.278
112.443
102.695
93.760
85.230
75.053
67.947
60.541
53.414
47.409
41.449
36,166
3L584
27,337
23,007
18.640
15.162
12.242
9.018
5.393
0.000
Results from the program have been compared to the published results of .,.,
analysis carded out by Schiffman, Pane and Gibson (1984)10, on copper
tailings, The analysis was based on a tailings deposit that had been placed over
a period of 3000 days, on a dry (i.e. permeable) base. The pore pressure results
were published ill the form of a graph with a normalised height of the dam i.e,
the pore pressure was recorded relative to the total height of the dam at each
stage. For the purposes of comparing. these results with the results of the
authors' program, the height has been converted to the actual thickness of
consolidated stratum, The soil properties of the tailings deposit used are
represented by the relationships below (which were published in the original
paper):
c == 1.45 - 0.265 log (o ') , " (50)
log k == ~ 6.9464 ~ 0,473 log (o ') " (51)
where k has units of m/s and o ' has units of kPa.
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The placed height of the rlam that has been simulated is 80m. This is the total
height without any consolidation, called the Lagrangian height. The settled
height at the end of 3000 days Was calculated by the program as 57.8tu, as
compared to 66.9m calculated by Schiffman'", et at. There is an explanation
for this difference, in that the reference paper reports that the tailings were
placed at a void ratio of 1.3, whereas the soil property relationship given
indicates a void ratio at zero effective stress of 1.45. The effect of simulating
the tailings dam using a void ration of 1.3, is shown graphically in Figul'c 5.6.
The settled height of the dam using a void ratio of 1.3 is 66m high, which
agrees very well with the results of Schiffman'", et at.
Examination of the pore pressure values also indicates a difference, which is
explained by the same discrepancy. If the Lagrangian height is ignored for the
purpose of simulation, and the dam is simulated to a settled height of 66.9m,
the pore pressure values obtained agree well with the published values of
Schiffman'", et al. Figure 5.6 represents the pore pressure profile of the
reference paper and the results of the program written for this report, The
comparison is based on the analysis of no seepage water removal. The
comparison of the peak pore pressure at 3000 days is as follows:
Schlffman'" at til
Program (co~1,45)
Program (eo==1,30)
:493kPa
:470k1'a
:450k.1'a
The percentage difference of the Schiffman'" et at prediction to the program is
a 4,67% and 8,72%, respectively, lower pore pressure from the program. The
location of the peak is in the same position for both analyses.
For comparison, the peak pressure at times ==3000 days with seepage water
removal is. 435kPaat a height ofO,38H.
The relationship of the soil properties is relatively sensitive, as is demonstrated
below.
A similar sample of copper tailings was tested by SChiffmanlO at al, which
resulted in a different relationship of the consolidation properties. These
results were also used to run the program to ensure that the sensitivity required
would be reflected in the results of the analysis. In Figure 5.7, it can be seen
that there is a marked difference in the shape and values of the pore pressure
compared to the other copper sample, as is expected.
The relationships used for the copper tailings is as follows:
e= 1.26 - 0.247 log (0' ') " ,.. (52)
log k '" -7.035 .,O.S5810g (0'" 1) (53)
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Figure 5.6: Comparison of program results to Schiffman results
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These relationships are taken from the same reference as above of Schiffman 10
at al. The reference does not provide the rate of deposition of the tailings, but
provides the trend of the pore pressure for the dam at a height of 49.5m at
3390 days, after the top was surcharged for 330 days. Hence, the shape of the
pore pressure profile is valid for comparison, but not any of the values. The
peak pressure occurred at 0.21-I,where H is the height of the dam. The peak
pressure quoted is 858kPa. The values obtained from the authors' program is a
peak pressure of 1083.74kPa at a position of 0.197B, simulated at a rate of
placement of9,6 metres per annum,
Figure 5.7 below represents graphical results from the program showing the
build-up of pore pressure in the copper tailings with respect to time, using the
above soil property relationships.
From the above it can be concluded that the program Call be considered as
being valid, based on the correlation to the published data. It is the authors
opinion that the program is more accurate; as the incremental modelling
adopted in the program, would have been prohibitively time consuming with
respect to computer time, at the time of the publication of the work of
Schiffman'", at al, In addition the facility exists in the program to model the
removal of the load, simulating the removal of water from the tailings or
waste,
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Figure 5.7: Graphical Presentation of Results from Program for Copper
Tailings (Second Sample)
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CHAPTER 6: SCENARIOS AND BASIS OF ANALYSIS
6.1 Residues Analysed
The program has been used to assess what the impact is on the stability of
tailings dams, as a function of the rate of placing tailings on the dams. This
stuu/ has been carried out for soil properties of various types of tailings. These
properties have been based on laboratory test results from various projects that
the author has been involved in, and published data. The following types of
tailings have been analysed:
Gold Slime, from Crown Mines in Johannesburg
Gold.Slime, from Boddington Western Australia
Bauxite. Residue, from Western Australia
Manganese Residue. from a Beneficiation plant, Mpumalanga
Copper Slime, from Bethlehem
Treated Acid Mine Drainage Residue, from Department of Water
Affairs &Forestry Witbank
Coal Slurry, from a Coal Washing Plant, Witbank
6.2 Properties of Residues
The relationships of the properties of the tailings that have. been used in the
study are listed below. The relationships are those between the void ratio with
respect to the effective stress, and the permeability with respect to the
effective stress,
The relationship of Gold Slime and Bauxite Residue from Western Australia,
and the Copper Slime from Bethlehem are taken from published data (10. 14, 16 &
17). The remaining relationships are from test data, as described in Cha~cer 4.
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Table 6.1: Properties of Residues and Tailings
Tailings
1. Crown Mines
Tailings
Properties
log (k) == - 0.151410g (0-' y- - 0.7169 log (0-') - 5.1854
e ==- 0.01320 log ( 0- ' /- 0.0795 log ( 0- ') + 1.056
2. Boddington Tailings log (k) - 0.5373 log (0-' Y - 2.9744 log (0- ') - 4.7435
e = - 0.033910g (0-' )2 ~ 0.6137 log (0- ') + 2.3791
3. Bauxite Residue log (k) - - 0.22710g (0" t -0.0010 log (0- ') - 7.1740
e = - 0.476410g (0-' l- 0.0010 log (0- ') + 2.3428
1-4-:-.-'-M""7a-n-g-an-e~se~R;=:-.-es-:-id"""u-e-l"""I-og-("-:k""""):--=--- 0.8009 log (0-' i + 1.304410g (o ') - 8.00
e == - 0.049710g (cr' )2 + 0.011610g (c ') + 1.8987
5. Copper Tailings log (k) = - 0.473 log (0- ') - 6.9464
6. Treated AMD log ( k) - 0.9487 log (c ' )2 - 4.2641 log (c ') - 3.8031
e ==.~0.0955 log ( c ' )2 - 0.0854 log (0- ') + 2.7083
1"""7=-."""'C""0""'al-=S"""1u-n-'y-~-I-":'lo-g-:("""k-:-)-==--"'='O .-715'=':1:-:4....,.10...;..g( 0- ' )" -0.7169 log ( cr ') - 5.1854
e ==- 0.01320 log (cr ' )2 -0.0795 log ( cr ')- 1.056
e == - 0.265 log (0' ') + 1.450
Copies of the curves fitted to the laboratory data, where data WaSavailable, are
attached in the Appendix A to this document. Copies of the laboratory data
are also attached.
It is to be noted that the relationships of the data fitting curves are all related to
the log offhe effective stress, with both quadratic and linear relationships. The
permeability relationship dominates the rate of pore pressure dissipation, while
the void ratio relationship dominates the settlement of the layers. Their
relationships arc also inter-related, in that they both are time related) and both
are dependent 011 changes in the applied stress.
6.3 Deposition Scenarios
The following deposition scenarios were modelled for the different tailings:
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Table 6.2: Deposition Scenarios
(mpa =metres per annum)
Material Deposition Scenario
Copper Tailings 3,65mpa Two way and one wa~' drainage.
9,60mpa Two way and one way drainage.
lO,7mpa Two-way drainage,
Gold Tailings 3.26mpa One way drainage.
3.90mpa Two-way drainage.
5.20mpa Two-way drainage.
6.50mpa Two-way drainage.
Gold Tailings from weathered rock 2.40mpa Two-way drainage.
3.93mpa Two-way drainage.
7.S0mpa Two-way drainage.
Coal Slurry 3.65mpa One-way and two-way drainage.
5.20mpa Two-way drainage.
IO.4mp(\ Two-way drainage.
Bauxite Residue 1.95mpa Two-way drainage.
2.60mpa Two-way drainage.
3.9Impa Two-way drainage,
7.80mpa Two-way drainage.
lO.95mpa One-way drainage.
Acid Mine Drainage Sludge 3.65mpa One-way and two-way drainage.
7.30mpa Two-way drainage.
lO.95rnpa Two-way drainage.
Manganese Tailings 1.83mpa Two-way drainage
3.65 mpa One-way and two-way drainage.
7.30mpa Two-way drainage.
14.6mpa Two-way drainage.
The analysis of a number of selected deposition scenarios was re-run to
include the. effect of the removal of the supernatant and seepage Water, This
was done only on the tailings that showed a substantial settlement, which are
the tailings that are placed at It high void ratio. If the settlement is small, it
means that the amount of seepage that flows from the tailings is small, and
hence the change in load is small. The tailings that were selected for this
analysis. are shown in Table 6.3, below with the analyses performed.
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Table 6.3: Analyses with removal of supernatant and seepage water
Material Deposition Scenario
3,65mpa Two way and one way drainage.
6.42mpa Two way and one way drainage.
9.60mpa Two-way drainage.
lO.7rnpa TWQ"w~ydrajnage.
Acid Mine Drainage Sludge 3,65mpa Two"way"d;;illage.- -~--~~~.-~~--~------------~~~~Bauxite Residue 3,65mpa Two-way crainage.
7,82mpa Two-way drainage.
1O,95mpa One-way drainage.,~~-~~~--------~3,65mpa Two-way drainage.
Copper Tailings
Coal Slurry
Gold Tailings from weathered rock 3,65mpa Two-way drainage.
For comparison purposes the gold tailings from hard rock mining, Was also
analysed for a rate of placing of 3,65mpa and 6,5mpa.
6.4 Basis of Stability Analysis
The pore pressure program. has been used to. obtain pore pressures over the
profile of a dam. The stability of the tailings dam was then determined using a
commercial stability program, called Prokon25• This program uses Bishop's
Modified Method of analysis, which is based on the ratio of mobilising to
resisting moments, by the method of slices, to determine the factor of safety. A
second module of the program has also been used, which is a non-circular
analysis method. This module of the program was USed to analyse a dual
wedge failure of.thi, lailin:ss darn.
The profile of the slope that has been analysed was based 011 accepted practise
in the industry. All the analyses are based on the same assumptions, which are
listed in Table 6.4 below:
Table 6.4: Assumptions for stability analysis.
1. The foundation soils ate stable, and have higher shear strength than the
tailings.
2. A failure of the slope constitutes a failure surface into the body ofthe
tailings, i.e, excludes surficial sloughs.
3. No phreatic surface is present in the tailings, i,e. the pore pressure from
the program is the total pore pressure.
4. The depth of the pool of water at the surface of the tailings is very
shallow, and hence free drainage occurs at the surface of the deposit.
5. No cohesion has been included in the analysis.
6. The tailings has been assumed to be homogeneous.
The pore pressure contours near the outer slope have been defined, based on
experience with tailings dams. The location of these contours, to simulate the
two dimensional effect of drainage, is shown in FigureS 6.1 and 6..2 below. A
"drain" was placed 30m inwards from the toe irrespective of slope height, to
ensure a consistent analysis. This dimension was decided upon by trial and
error, in order to get stability results that focus on the effect of the varying
pore pressure. A dimension of 30m from the toe of the dam is a realistic
position for a drain.
Figures 6.1 and 6.2: below represent the typical geometry of the slope that
was used in the study.
The slopes have the following features:
Q Horizontal ground surface
Q Single consistent outer slope (i,e. no 'step-backs')
Q No phreatic surface
Figure 6.1: Geometry for circular failure surface
Nob saturated
Pore pressure = 0
Pore pressure
contours
Failure surface must
extend late pore
pressure area
Figure 6.2: Geometry for dual wedge failure surface
H
L
Pore pressure
·-~F-~-~~-contours
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For the dual wedge analysis, the pore pressure contours deflected below the
crest level, and ended at a point 30m in from the toe. To analyse the slope, the
junction point for the pore. pressure contours was located Sm below natural
ground level, which resulted in an acceptable spread of pore pressure near the
failure surface. Also, the failure surface was fixed with the following criteria:
• Exit at toe of the dam.
• First wedge ends below the crest at a height of 5m above the toe.
• The second wedgeslope hat (450 + ~.O,5) to the horizontal.
The factor of safety of a pre-defined failure surface was determined.
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CHAPTER 7: RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
7.1 Pore Pressure Results
,'I. series of detailed plots of the pore pressure profiles for the various
deposition scenarios have been included in Appendix D of this document.
Some of the results of the analysis exclude the removal ofsupernatant from
the surface of the dam, or removal of seepage front the base, <111d s0111einclude
the effect of the removal of the supematant liquid from tho consolidating
mass. Each plot that includes the removal ofliquid, as been marked as such.
Some of the more SaEI.!H results have been sunuuariscd in the following eight
tables.
The Informntlon that has been summarised is the actual rate or rise or the dam,
compared to the rate of placing of the tailings. The magnitude of the
settlement, lIS well as the peak pore pressure has been recorded, The location
of'tlrc lJeuk pore pressure, as a percentage of the dam height, is also given. The
data has been summurlscd Ior selected height intervals ofthe dum, to allQw the
results to be compared,
'l'ablc 7. { to 7,~ show the summarised data 1'01' the seven dillcrcnt waste
products.
The general trend of the results for each waste product is discussed below:
A trend that was observed in all the analyses. is that the rate of rise of all the
dams is substantially lower than the rate or placing of the material, tln<\ the
rate of rise also reduces us the height ol' the dam increases.
• Copper Tailings: (Table 7.1 und 7.2)
The settlement of the tailings is substantial, with settlements varying
from 1,0% to 40% of the placed height. of the dam. The settlement also
increases with the reduced rate of placing at the same height of the
dam, i.e; at a dam height of 26m, the settlements at a rate of placing of
3,6S.1l1paand 9,6mpa are, 36% and 24% respectively, of the height of
the dam. These settlements have been calculated as at the end of the
deposition. of the last layer of tailings. Further settlement will occur in
the dam, as the consolidation process continues with time,
The peak pore pressure within the tailings also exhibits a trend, which
is presented in Ftgure 7.1, It is evident that the peak pore pressure
increases non-linearly with the height of'the dam, and the rate at which
the peak pressure increases with height, increases, as the rate of
deposition is increased,
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TABLE 7.1: S'i'ASTE PRODUCT - COPPER TAILINGS (nVO-WAY DR.\.lNAGE)
,·,,,llilte.oL. Peak I Comments
f~p'ia~rn·g.",·~·1':':''':';>.Mctt~·ti'iI''.~;1'f,!
Ilif~
two way drainage with supernatant removalY.u
2624
10.93
27Ao
39.52
6726
8.60
27.47
I-~
63.88
928
29.95
50.03
69.91
-
9.55
28.49
46.88
65.12
2.95 2.37 26% 8.0 5.25
2.70 9.35 36% 37.8 13.90
6.38 1.83 17% 21.8 5.78
5.57 6.41 130/0 75.5 13.64
5.28 [0.19 26% 125.7 11).02
5.08 19.41 29% 269.5 31.26
8.90 13:1 16% 23.0 ·L26
7.99 6.52 24% 114.0 12.28
7.75 12.22 27% 234.0 19.16
7.63 18.11 28% 375.0 25.64
9.lD 1.55 17% 28.1 4.53
8.98 7.21) 24% 141.8 B32
8.62 13.61 27% 292.3 19.85
8.45 20.12 29~'O 467.5 2731
8.99 2.31 24% 26.0 I 4A7
8.05 9.78 34~'O 115.4 \ 12.84
7.81 17.n 38% 230.& 19042
7.69 I 25.94 40% 365;0 I 23.71
8.68 lA8 1'1.'0 68.0 2.65
8.26 6.42 23% 341.3 7.05
8.01 11.47 25% 651.4 10.49
7.96 16.59 25% 1083.5 14.44
57%
53% Itwo way drainage with supernatant removal
6.42 I two way drainage with supernatant removal
-- - -- - .. --0, -- - '" -- I 50~'o Itwo \Vay drainage with supernatant removal
53~'O
-16% Irwo way draina-e with supernatant removal
45% 11\\'0 way drainage with supernatant removal
50% two way drainage9.60
45% two way drainage
two way drainage~~2~!Q
-..J
N two way drainage40%
49% two way drainage10.70
44% two way drainage
40% two way drainage
39% rwo way rli'ainage
two way drainage with supernatant removal·17%10.70
..J5°;' I two way dralnage wiJh supernatant removal
41% I two way drainage with supernatant removal
4-1°i> 1two way drainage with supernatant removal
n\'o way drainage.. different soil parameters
two way drainage, different soil parameters
9.60 I 8.51
,-- 27.56
31%
16%
two way drainage, different soil parameter"23%46.51
two way drainage, different soil parameters2?~tQ65.40
TABLE 1.2 WASTE PRODUCT: COPPER TAILINGS (o"NE- \YAY DR·U;";AGE)
-c
(.,
TABLE 7.3: WASTZ PRODUCT:GOLD TAILINGS - CRO,VXi\tI?\ES
....,
.!:-
TABLE 7.4; WASTE PRODUCT: GOLD TAILINGS - BODDIXGTO);"
l~;~,"""',!';'V",~,t~,"PJ,'.'~,;!l"~,,,C .!",n"c,g",:".. SE,tt,lcm,ent a,s Peak pore Position !.peak position I Ru I comm,ents~~,,~+'t'~~;i,;':""'r' a nercentage pressure of peak as percentage
i1f~:~.:;:;r.;.:-~;::~(n~;;-:..._. ~'~~--', ' ...a. _.. _..:'~"'-;~t,:..;","',,,,~_.', of height from omelght
~~~~1ti ~.~~~~~l:~:~:·<~~ ~~~m ,~ :_:~~:.~~~~~,;I~~ -==_--=- I_;..~~+~~;~:>vt;, ~:.~ -,;:f;:;~.: i. _;;.r~,~c·~~L.;.~"';~/~i:
"'_.'" - - - -- --- - - -- -
2.40
1530 1.25 }6.65 109% 76.0 I 6.56 47~'o 0.28 two way drainage
23.70 1.19 28.10 119% 145.0 10.40 44% 0.34 two way drainage
7.62 2.07 7.06 93% 33.9 2.95 39~1J 0.25 tWQ way drainage
15.76 1.85 17.81 113% 110.0 6.24 40% 0.39 two way drainage
24.00 1.80 28.48 119% 103.0 9.25 39% 0.47 two way drainage
33.70 1.72 43.08 128% 339.0 13.30 39% 0.56 two way drainage
21.30 3.61 25.47 120% 274.0 6.80 32% 0.71 two way drainage
39.2,0 3.36 52.55 134% 666.0 I 1],98 31% 0.94 two way drainage
9.20 2.10 I 7.39 80% 25.8 3.13 34~o 75.20 two way drainage with supernatant removal
15.15 1.98 I 13.44 89% 60.6 5.30 35% 110.&5 two way drainage with supernatant removal
20.84 r 1.90 I 19.75 95% 101.6 6.92 33% I 145.45 two way drainage with supernatant removal
z: I 3.93
7.80
3.65
TABLE 7.5: \VASTE PRODUCT: COAL SLURRY
-..lc..
TABLE 7.6: WASTEPRODUCT: BAUXITE RESIDUE
~
TABLE 7.7: WASTE PRODUCT: ACID MINE DRAINAGE SLFDGE
.~.
ce
TABLE 1.8: WASTE PRODUCT: NL4.NGANESE TAILINGS
-....]
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Figure 7.1: Peak Pore Pressures for different rates of placing of Copper
Tailings
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The above figure represents the case oftwo-wny drainage of.the tailings.
Al the maximum rate or phlcing of 10,7I11P(l,and at a dam height ol' 70m, the
peak pore pressure is 467kPu. In compnrisou, tbe total applied pressure to the
tailings by way or dcposiled waste is 1145kPu. 'l'hc position of the peak pore
pressure zone in the tailings also varies as [he height of the dum increases. For
the one copper ltlilings sample the peak initially occurred at 50'% or tho height
lip 1'1'0111 the botto-n or the dam. As the dam rises, the peak zone drops
downwards in the dum, to a point or 0,3911 Irom the base or the dam; (H is the
dani height). These ratios arc material-sensitive, as the second copper tailings
sample resultcd in the peak pore pressure being at 31% or the height for low
clams, and rcduci ng to 22% of the height 1'01' high dams, at a rate or placing of
IO,7I11pll.
A similar result is observed in the one way drainage case, although much
reduced in magnitude. The peak pore pressure does not only occur at the base,
as a bulb of peak pore pressure develops. This bulb reduces in height, as the
clam gets higher. The one sample of copper tailings that was used in the
analysis, resulted in a bulb varying from 28% of the darn height, reducing to
9%. The second sample of copper tailings resulted in a thin bulb, starting at
9% and reducing to 1% of the dam height. This bulb of pressure is a zone
where the pore pressure varies very little over the height of the tailings.
A comparison of the peak pore pressure for copper tailings at a rate of
placement of 3,65mpa is given in Flgur» 7.2. At time = 2000 days, it can be
seen that the peak. pore pressure for a one-way drainage case is 2,5 times
higher than for a two-way drainage case. Also, over the upper 20% of the dam,
there is very little difference in the peak pore pressure for the two cases.
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FIGURE 7.2: EXCESS PORE PRESSURE PhJFILE FOR COPPERAN)) MANGANES. fAILINGS AT
R ofP = 3,()5m.p.a.
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• Gold Tailings (Table 7.3)
The tailings analysed in this section were from 11 hard rock mining
operation, Hence the tailings consists of hard angular particles, and
therefore drains quicker ~hl.'·' the gold tailings that is discussed in the
next section.
The settlement of these tailings is much less than that 0t: say, copper.
The settlement ratio also increases as the dam height ),j\;reaSeS, varying
from 10% of the height for low dams, to 14% for high dams.
The peak pore pressure location within the dam height also changes
position as the dam height increases, varying from 49% of the height
n'Q!11 the bottom for low dams, reducing to 32% for high dams. The
tailings docs not build lip a high pore pressure, with the maximum pore
pressure predicted bcing 119kPa for a 64111high dam buill at a rate of
placing or6,5l11pa (with base drainage). The trend of the inCl"'USC in th~
peak pore pressure is exponential, with the increase in the dam helgh..
Similarly, the peak pore pressure at the base or a 67nl high tnilingsdal11
huill on lmpcrmoublc ground at a rate of n ling of 6,5111[1a,is 492kPu.
'I'llis pressure drops to 388kPa 'ur (169m high dam built at 3,65mpn on
impermeable ground, The tailings do not produce II dominant peak
pore pressure bulb, due to its fairly quick drainage characteristic,
.. Gold Tnilings from weathered rnck (Tnble' 7.4)
The ccusolidntlon characteristics of this gold tailings i~substantially
different to that ofthe gold tailings above, The tailings is also placed at
u high void .ratio, resulting in large settlements. The sculcrnents t1V1.t
have been predicted vary from 89% of tile settled dum height for a dar;"
pf 7,4m higb, to 134% for high dams. This indicates jhat the dam
height reduces by more than half relative to the initial height of placed
tailings.
The rate of rise of the dam is similarly less than half the rate of
placement of the tailings.
The position of the peak pore pressure of the tailings analysed starts at
45% of the dam height for low dams, and reduces to around 31% of the
height for high dams.
The initial ntlulysis oft .IS tailings was carried out without allowing for
the removal of seepage water. The large settlements that occur are
indicative of the quantity of seepage water that is expelled from the
consolidating tailings, i.e. a settlement of 28m is equal to a reduction of
load in the tailings equal to 28m3 of water, which is equal to a load of
280kPa. Hence, the predicted pore pressures allow for a load that does
not exist, if the supernatant water is decanted from the surface of the
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dum, This will result in the incorrect calculation ,)1' pore pressure
gradients, resulting in ci roncous pore pressure prcdlctionswlth time, In
a case where the supernatant is not decanted, the analysis will be
correct.
POI' illustrative purposes, one set of results will be discussed:
The peak pore pressure for a dam or 39,2111high is 666kPa, This occurs
at a level of 12111 from the base of the clam. This results in 28.7m of
tailings above the peak pressure position. For this to balance, we need
a tailings with an average density of 666/2'J,2 = 24,49kN/mJ over the
peak pressure zone in the dam. This assumes no free water at the
surface. This is clearly incorrect.
The consolidation of the tnllings has also been analysed, including the
removal of supernatant liquid, fOl' the case ofno base drainage. These
results indicate a peak pore pressure of to I ,6kPa Cor a 20,84111 high
dam built at 3,65111pa. This analysis allows for the removal or J 9,7m3
of supcruataut water, which isequlvalent to i97kf'a ofIond,
II Coul Slur-ry (Table 7.5)
The citurnctcristics or coul slurry (l1'C similar to those ()f' Ircsh rock
seurcc gold tailings. Settlement of' the slurry ranges Irom It % for low
dams, to 18% Ior high dams. The position or the pClIk pore pressure
zone also starts at 51% or the dam height. and niovcs downwards ill the
dum to 38% of the clam!' ight for high dams.
The slurry is fairly quick draining, 111that the peak pore pressure
predicted is only 99,5kPa for a dum 0[' 43,4111 built at t OAmpa, with
base drainage.
For the case with 110 base dralnage, the peak pore pressure is 95kPn at a-
dam height of 34,8111,with the rate of placement of 3,65I11pa. this
pressure drops to 22kPa, ifbase drainage exists.
The summary sheet also clearly shows that there is little difference in
the results l+tween the case of removing supernatant from the slurry,
and not removing it. This is to be expected, as the slurry only settles by
a small amount.
• Bauxite Residue (Table 7.6)
Bauxite residue is deposited with a high void ratio, and is usually
placed behind an embankment. The residue is a very slow draining
material, and hence the gain of strength is very slow. The analysis for
this residue has been limited to low heights of the residue, primarily
due to the data available covering only the low stress range, Also, high
embankments to retain the residue would be uneconornical.
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The residue settles substantially, vovylng from 54% at. high deposition
rates of 10,95mpa, to 149% of the settled height at a deposition rate of
],65mpa. This indicates that supernatant removal must be included in.
any analyses, as the effect would be substantial. The analysis of this
residue results in the largest settlement of all the scenarios analysed,
The position of the peak pore pressure zone exists at around 33% of the
dam height, and moves downwards to 28% of the height, as the
elevation of the dam increased three fold. At higher deposition rates,
the peak. tends to be lower down in the dam.
The peak. pore pressure for a dam of 16,28111high, placed over a period
of nearly 11 years, wilt be 58kPlI. This is compared with an applied
pressure from the residue of 272kPa. It is also noted that at more than
double the ,'atc of rise, the peak pore pressure increases by only 71%,
for hdum of 12m high.
.. Acid Mine Drainage Sludge (Table 7.7)
Thi!i. is another waste that is placed at a high void ratio, ill u slurry
form. The una lyses were 1'\111 J(Jr both scenarios. i.e. with and without
Sllpel'nutl1llt removal, (It a nile of' placement or 3,65mfJ11 for both one
way and two-way drainage.
The sludge settled between 25% and 40%1 of' the dum height, over a
range of dam heights of 4,9m to 14,8111 high. The penh: pore pressure
zone location varied between 30% and 37% of' the clan) height, from
the bottom of the sludge, for the two way drainage case. The one "'lay
drainage case had a peak pore pressure location at the base of the
deposit.
The peak pore pressure magnitude however does not change
substantially between the analysls with or without supernatant removal.
For the ease 'with 110 removal, the peak pore pressure is 37,3kPa for a
10,9111high dam, while for the case with supernatant removal, the peak.
pore pressure is 33,3kPa, The position of the peak pore pressure does
however change from 37% of the height for rio supernatant removal, to
33% for the case with removal of supernatant, For the case of one way
drainage, a similar observation is made, with the difference being that q.
peak pore pressure bulb forms at the base of the deposit. for the case
With supernatant removal.
At a rate of placement of 3,65mpa with supernatant removal, the peak
pore pressure for one way drainage is 87kPa, compared to an applied
load of 178.6kPa. For the two-way drainage case, these values are
33.3kPa and l08.1kPa, for a dam around 11m high.
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.. Manganese 'Tailings (Table 7.8)
This tailings has the lowest permeability of the materials analysed, and
is deposited at a moderate void ratio. Hence the settlement of the
tailings is small, with predicted val LIesvarying from 9% to 16% of the
dam height. These settlements apply to dam heights from 12,5rn to
5 I ,2m high. The settlement also reduces as the rate of deposition
increases, varying form 14% at 1,83111pa,to II % at 14,6mpa for a dam
height of 22111.
The tailings being of low permeability results in substantial pore
pressures at different rates of placement, i.e. tIt a dam height of 50m,
the peak pore pressure changes 11'0111 555,7kPa at u rate of placer tent of
3,6$mpa, to 625,6kPa at 7,3mpn. Similarly, for the one way drainage
case the peak. pore pressure is 599,5kPa at a rate of' placement of
3,6Sl11pa for a dam height 01'37111. Thi: t1rcsstlre drops to 400kPa at a
rule or placement of' 1.825111pa, for a dam of 31, 7m high.
1\ comparison or the pore pressure profiles for the case orono. and two-
W(lY drainage is given ill FigUtc 7.2, 1'01' a rate or placement of
3,(I$mj)a, [It t ~ 2000 days. The peak pore pressure fhl' the one-way
cnsu i~2,25 times highl:t' thnn 1'01' the case of two-way drainage. The
pcnk pore pressures bt:.cur at different levels in the pro 11lc,
The position or the peak ro<)l\,; pressure docs not vary greatly, (IS the
dam gets higher, varying from 28% to IS% or the durn height. 1\ trend
thal is evident is th••\ the peak pore pressure zone docs uppcur' to be
higher up in the dam, the lower the deposition rate,
Figure 7.3: Peak Pore Pressure of Muugaucse Tullings with respect to
RATE OF PLACEMENT, for two dam heights
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Plgurc 7.3 above presents the non-linear trend of the peak excess pore pressure
ill the manganese tailings, for different rates of plncing for a•.dam at a height of
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12,5111and 22111high. {he trend indicates that at a rateofplacement of less than
4mpn, the peak pore pressure increases substantially, as the rule of placement
increases, However, at a talc of placement above 4mpa, the rate of the peak pore
pressure increase flattens off, The rates at which the. peak pore pressure
increases for the two-dam heights arc also different, with the higher dam's peak
pore pressure increasing at a higher rate than the lower dam,
7.2 Discusslon of Results
This section addresses the general trend of the results discussed in Section 7.1.
For the purpose of discussion the following data was selected:
.. Rate of placement of3,65mpa
.. Tailings/waste having been placed OVera period of2000 days
• Both one way and two drainage is to be assessed
Figure 7.4, shows the excess POI'C pressure for six of the natcrials analysed
Ibr two-way drainage, The seventh material, namely the gold tailings fr0111
fresh hard rock, falls all top of the curve of [he coal slurry, and hence has been
taken ofr (he graph to nvold confusion, These results arc to be viewed in the
light that the deposition void ratios of the six materials vary greatly, from 2,38
[0 1,06.
It can be sccrr.that 1!1C manganese tailings produces the highest pore pressure
and has the lowest settlement. The highest settlement DCClII'S in the Bauxite
residue, Another trend that is evident is the vastly different positions of the
peak pore pressure for the different materials, varying from being close to the
base, to the peak tieing above the middle of the dam height. The pore pressures
vary from 18kPa to I07kPa for the materials analysed, This is a variation of
nearly 72% either side of the average of the peak pore pressures of the seven
materials, and a 500% variatlon with respect to the lowest pressure. The
results also highlight the Iact that the consolidation characteristics 01' one type
of tailings can vary substantially, as shown by the two types of gold tailings,
The one way drainage case is represented in Figure 7.5, Here only four
mnterials arc represented, to show the relative trend of the results, It can be
seen that manganese again has the highest peak pore pressure, with the other
three materials being substantially lower, i.e, 235kPa compared to 25 to 50
kl'a, The peak pressure point is generally close to the base of the deposit.
Another trend that can be observed is presented ill Figure 7.6, which shows
the effect of not including the removal of supernatant for the analysis. The
Boddiugton gold tailings sample has been used to highlight the difference. The
Boddington tailings is a slow draining tailings derived from weathered rock.
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It can be seen that the difference in the predicted pore pressure is large, as well
as the location of the peak differing. The scenario of not including the removal
of supernatant predicts a peak pore pressure or 64kPa, whereas including it
predicts a peak pore pressure of 37kPa. This is an over-predicted pressure of
7J%.The difference in position is less severe, in that the scenario of excluding
supernatant removal predicts a peak pore pressure position 13% higher than
the case including strpernatant removal.
In contrast, Figure 7.7 shows the same comparison for the coal slurry
analysed. There is clearly a much smaller difference in the predicted peak pore
pressure, being only 13%. The location of the peak pore pressure is virtually
the same for both scenarios. It is therefore apparent that materials placed at a
low void ratio, and analysed without taking cognisance of the change in load
as a result or loss of interstitial water, results in relatively small errors. This is
not unexpected, as the quantity or seepage from such a material will be small,
and hence the change in load will be small.
There is a difference between the rate ofrise and rate of plachtg of'the tailings.
Table 7.9 below summarises the percentage difference in the rate or rise to the
rule or placing for the scenarios and dam :ldghts analysed in this study. The
range or differences is shown, the higher percentage being applicable to low
darns at high rates or placing. and the lower percentage applies to high dams
with low rates of placing.
Table 7.9: Rate of Rise of dam as l\ percentage ol' the Rate of Plncunrcnt,
. Copper Tailings
Gold Tailings
7210 99
88109..J.
l
Gold Tailings from weathered rock 43 to 58
Coal Slurry 86 to 94
Acid Mine Drainage Sludge 72 to 89
I
~
Bauxite Residue 20 to 68
Manganese Tailings 87 to 95
The trend of the rate rise of five tailings has been presented in Figure 7.8 for a
selected rate of placement, with respect to the actual clam height. The rate of
rise has been calculated at a number of selected heights of the dam, using the
calculated dam height of the clam, divided by the time elapsed to reach that
height. Again, it is e', ident that the trends are material specific, and most of the
tailings have a highly non-linear trend for the lower dams. The higher the dam,
the more uniform the trend, tending towards a linear trend. This trend is in line
with expectation, as the ratio of settlement relative to the dam height reduces
as the datu height increases.
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There is another result cvidenl from the analysis. and that is the additional
storage capacity of a tailings dam, due to the consolidation settlement of the
deposited material. if the capacity of a facility is based 011 the rate of
placement of the material, the capacity at a specified maximum height can be
seriously under-estimated, This can have substantial impact on the capital
expenditure for the owner of the facility, Figures 7.9, 7JO and 7.11 indicate
the extra volume that can be stored on a dam, per square meter of surface area
of the dam, as compared to. the volume based on the rate ef placement of the
tailings. The extra volume is the space created by the settlement of the tailings
in the dam. For example, for a copper tailings dam of 40111height, the extra
volume that the dum has accommodated as a result of settlement, per hectare
of r '1 area, is 150000mJ for two way drainage, and 105 0001113for a dam
with no base drainage (rate of placement= 9,4mpa).
Il can also be seen that for certain tailings there is very little difference, if any,
between the Cases of one-way and two-way drainage. This may be suprising at
first, but after careful assessment, it is correct. The reason 1'01' this is that the
tailings consolidation at depth. and hence at high pressures 01' loads, is small,
i.c, the change in void ratio at high pressures is small. This i$ specific to each
materinl, as indicated in Figut!! 7.9. 'I'here is a marked storage difference
between one-way and two-way drainage at II rutc or placement of 9,4mpa for
copper lui lings, whereas there is no difference for hard rock gold tailings at a
rate 0(' placement of 6,5l11pu.
Another property that appears to be material specific is the trend shown in
Figure 7.10. FIJI' copper tuilings at substantially different rates of placing,
there is very little difference in the available storage space 01' the darn.
Drainage is the dominant factor in dctcrrninlng the storage capacity of a
copper tailings dam.
Figure 7.11 indicates the trend of mauganese tailings, compared to gold (hard
rock mining) tailings, for a two-way drainage case. It con be seen that for the
gold tailings, {here is little difference in the storage capacity of a dam, if the
rate of placement is increased by 78%. However for the manganese tailings,
the difference in storage capacity for a change in the rate of placement of
100%, vades from 14% at a dam height of 20m, to 68% at a dam height of
50m.
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7.3 Stability Analysis Results
The results of the stability analyses have been summarised in the discussion
below. Based on the assumptions of Section 6.4, the following trends have
been observed:
Two-way drainage: These slopes did not show any dominant trend with
circular failure planes, where the stability of the slope could be related to the
level of pore pressures in the body of the dam. Allowing the program to search
for the lowest factor of safety, resulted in failure surfaces outside the pore
pressure zone, which indicates that the pore pressures predicted are too low to
sign'ficantly affect the overall stability of the darn, or that the failure surface
analysed is not representative of the worst situation. This was tested by
analysing circular failure surfaces extending deep into the pore pressure zone
of the dam. With this analysis, the factor of saiety of the dam remained above
2, fJI' the tailings such as coal and COarsegold.
The gold tailings (coarse) WaSthen analysed using a dual wedge fallure mode,
for a rate of deposition varying from 3,9mpa to 6,54I11pa,with the height of the
dum cb,wging from 30,5m to 63111.The variation of the factor of safety, varied
1'1'0111 1,113 to 1,096. The peak pore pressure over the range of scenarios varied
n'Ol11 22 kiln to 120 kl'a; i.c, a change of peak pore pressure by a factor of
nearly six, results in a 1,5% change in the factor of safety of the same failure
surface. The failure surface analysed was specified as follows:
" The drain for the position or the zero pressure line is 3Qm from the toe.
• The junction point of the dual wedge failure line is 10m above the toe
of the dam, and below the crest of the slope.
,"' The failure line exits at the base of the toe.
With a modification of the above specification where the junction point IS at
the peak pore pressure level in the dum, the factor of safety drops for a high
dam of 63m from 1;.096to 0,961. For this scenario the variation in the factor
of safety is 13,7% the factor of safety for the low dam remains the same.
Taking this variatson further, the. higher tip in the dam elevation that the
junction point is specified the lower the factor of safety. This trends indicates a
sloughing failure, which can be expected. this is due to the fact that the shear
ctrength (iJ for the tailings has been set at 33°, and the angle of the slope is
33,7°. No cohesion was included, which is true for wet gold tailings.
It can therefore be deduced that factors other than pore pressure control the
overall factor of safety for these dams under the scenarios analysed. As an
example, for the 3Qm high dam built at 3,9mpa, if the drainage point is
changed from 30m from the toe, to 10m from the toe, the factor of safety drops
from 1,113 to 0,791. This is in F ~ with experience, where the most sensitive
effect 011 slope stability is a change in the conditions near the toe of the slope.
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The above also indicates that any failure will probably tend towards a linear
wedge type failure, the junction point beir.g controlled by the extent of partial
saturation (resulting in pseudo cohesion) ia the outer zone of the dam.
The above effect is different for the slower draining tailings, under two-way
drainage. This is primarily clue to the much higher peak pore pressure that is
developed in the clam. The two tailings that were investigated ate copper and
manganese. Neither of the two tailings show a definite trend, using a circular
failure surface analysis. This is shown in Figure 7.12 below, which
summarises the results of a number of stability analyses, using a circular
failure surface, for two rates of placing.
Figure 7.12: Factor of Safety vs. height for circular failures for Copper
Tailings
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The trend is less scattered for manganese tailings, which is represented in
Figure 7.13 below.
Figure 7.13: Factor of Safety vs, height for circular failures fot
Manganese Tailings
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It can be seen that the general downward trend of the factor of safety with
increase ill height of the dam, is as expected, The difference, however,
between the curves for the two rates of placement of manganese tailings is
very small. The peak pore pressure of the dam at 50m height for the two rates
of placement is 570 kl'a and 620 kPa respectively. For a dam at 20m height
the two peak pore pressures are IIOkPa and 175kPa respectively. The
difference in pore pressures for the two placement rates results in a small
difference in factor of safety for the two scenarios.
The scatter of the graphs also tends to Indicate that factors othe, than the pore
pressure are dominating the factor of safety of the slope. The relative position
of the drain with respect to the height of the dam tends to have a dominant
influence on the overall stability of the dam. This however is a study all on its
own, and outside the scope of this investlgatlon.
Flgure 7, t 4: Factor of Safety vs, lrelght of Gold Tailings Dams with no
base drainage,
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O~lCway drainage: The results of the analysis of the one way drainage case
shows a more clear trend that reflects the influence of the peak pore pressure
in the dahl. This is predominantly due to higher pore pressures being
developed neat the bottom section of the dam. The failure surface is limited to
a dual wedge failure through a pre-determined zone.in the dam. For this
analysis three tailings have been selected for the analysis, namely copper,
manganese and gold (coarse). The factor of safety reduces with respect to the
height of the dam hut there is a difference in the trend with respect to the
different rates of placement. Figure 7.14 shows the difference for the gold
tailings, which is not as dominant as the difference shown in Figures 7,15 for
copper tailings and Figure 7,16 and manganese tailings. The higher the rate of
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placement, the greater the reduction in the factor of safety of the stupe with
respect to the height.
The difference in the factor of safety for the copper tailings dam increases as
the dam height increases. At approximately 50111height, the difference in the
factor of safety at a rate of placing of 3,6Smpa compared to 9,4mpa is a 22%
reduction, whereas at a height of 25m the difference is only 8%. The peak pore
pressure for the 50m high dam changes from 270kPa at 3,65mpa to a peak
pore pressure of 590kPa at 9,4mpa, i.e, more than double.
At a dam height of around 25m, a difference in the factor of safety exists only
between the low rate of deposition of 3,65mpa, and 6,42mpa. There is no
difference between the factor of safety for a dam b"lilt at 6,42111paand 9,4mpa.
Again, this appears to be as a result of the drainage position controlling the
stability of the dum. Once the pore pressure is above a certain value, the
change in shear resistance of the tailings due to pore pressure is negligibly
small, and no longer contributes significantly to any variation in the factor of
safety of the slope. This occurs when the tailings is effectively a heavy liquid,
with little shear strength.
The trend is also established for manganese tailings, where two rates of
deposition arc analysed at different slope heights. The differentiated
downward trend of the factor or safety as the dam height increased also exists,
with a reduction of 9,7%) at a slope height of 25m, placed at 3,65mpa
compared to 1.825mpa. This is compared to an increased peak pore pressure
from 280kPa to 380kPI.l,
At a slope height of 30111,the reduction in factor of safety is 11,5%. compared
with an increase of peak pore pressure from 400kPa to 460kPa, I'Of the same
change in rate of placement referred to above.
Hence, it con be seen that a small difference in the peak pore pressure does not
imply a small change in the factor of safety of the slope. Every situation will
have to be analysed for the conditions in the field. No quantitative relationship
appears to. exist between the factor of safety and the peak pore pressure of a
slope, given a pore pressure profile over the dam height.
FIGURE 7.15: FACOR OF SAFERY OF COPPER TAILINGS SLOPES AT DIFFERENT RATES OFPLACEltlENT
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CHAPTER 8: CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
8.1 Conclusions
Thefollowing conclusions can be made from this study:
1. Tailings are similar to soils, where each tailings has its own unique
characteristics of drainage and compressibility. This is strongly
influenced by the void ratio, and by implication the moisture content, at
which the tailings is placed.
2. Tailings placed at high void ratios have strongly non-linear
relationships of permeability and compressibility with respect to the
effective stress, which represents the consolidation process. Failure to
recognise this can result in substantial differences between the
predicted and field performance of a tailings dam.
3. The analysis of the consolidation process must take the changing
boundary conditions into account, particularly in the case of tailings
placed at high void ratios.
4. Application ofTerzaghi,'s24 theory of consolidation is not suitable for
tailings dams, as most of the assumptions of his theory are violated
during the consolidation process of tailings,
5. The non-linear finite strain theory can be applied to tailings dams, by
including changing load conditions and moving boundary conditions,
with respect to time.
6. The empirical values for maximum acceptable tate of rise for tailings
dams should be abolished, as they are only applicable to certain. tailings
under oertain conditions, and can result in unnecessary expenditure of
capital costs for other tailings.
7. For tailings dams where two way drainage exists, the overall stability
of the dam slope is probably not cont ..olled by the rate of placement of
the tailings. Fine, slow draining tailings at high rates of placement can
lead to high peak pore pressures, which could contribute to initiating
sloughing failures. This however needs to be addressed with further
work, to evaluate two-dimensional effects near the outer slope of the
dam.
8. For darns with no drainage at the base, overall slope instability d.oes
occur at high rates of placement of tailings. The stability is strongly
influenced by the location of the toe drain, which is in line with
accepted knowledge in the industry. The higher the rate of placement,
the greater the rate ofreduction in the factor of safety of'the slope.
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9. Large changes in peak pore pressure do not necessarily result in the
same percentage change in factor of safety.
10. The position of peak pore pressure varies significantly between
different tailings, varying from near the base of the deposit, to a point
above the halfway level for two-way draining dams. For one way
drainage, the peak is generally at the bottom, but conditions exist
where the peak: extends upwards into the dam up to the one-third height
level.
11. There is a significant difference between tiie case of no base drainage
and the case with drainage at the base of the dam. Hence, field
conditions must be assessed critically, to ensure that the. correct
situation is modelled.
12. Modelling tailings dams using non-linear finite strain theory can lead
to savings in the capital expenditure of the pre-deposition works; due
to the more accurate prediction of the storage capacity of thefacility,
There are a number of additional benefits from this analysis. A
possible higher acceptable rate of rise results in less land being
required to accommodate a fixed deposition rate of the tailings. Being
able to more accurately predict the pore pressure in the tailings allows
the stability of the slope to be predicted with a higher level of
confidence, and hence can be included in the risk assessment of a
tailings dam.
Predicting the true height of the dam also results in savings in the
capital expenditure of slurry pumps, as smaller pumps can be used due
to the lower static head to the top of.the dam.
13. The water balance of a tailings dam can be predicted mote accurately,
using the non-linear finite strain theory of consolidation,
8.2 Recommendations for Further Work
The following recommendations are made for possible further studies, to
expand on the work done to date, and to allow the industry to further benefit
from the knowledge presented in this report.
The program that has been written for this study has been written in a form
that allows it to be expanded to analyse complex problems. The following
improvements can be considered:
• Inclusion of two-dimensional effects into the consolidation process, to
model the edge effect of tailing dam slopes.
" Include the effect of evaporation from the surface of the tailings, and a
variable rate of'removing supernatant.
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.. Include the effect of sedimentation into the tailings relationships, This can
be done by adding a second set of relationships for the tailings into the
program
• Model the anisotropy of'railings,
The program has been written to allow modelling of a new darn placed on old
tailings. This can be adapted to allow the modelling of two. different types of
tailings on the same dam.
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APPENDIX A
Laboratory Test Results & Curve Fitting:
Gold - nne (Boddington Mine)
Gold - coarse (Crown Mine)
Bauxite Residue
Coal Hlurry
Manganese Waste
AMD sludge
LABORATORY DATA INPUT, BODDINGTON GOLD MINE - WESTERN AUSTRALIA
Specific Gravity (SG)=§. 2.65
surface void ratio= • 235 @ OkPa
voidratio=.. l@depthl r'"------~2~21m calculated density=calculated density=
2.350
LOOOO 1.950
1.550 13010 1.550
50 10400 1.6990 1.400
100 1.250 2.0000 1.250
200 1.150 2.:3010 1.150
300 1.100 2.4771 1.100
400 1.000 2.6021 l.000
600 0.950 2.7782 0.950
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/')';> d
Page I
1.2
0 0.8
""C! O.G
"C
'0 0.4>
0.2
log Stress CROWN
lo~ (p,oncnbilily)u<,'Oog slr<ss)'2+f'llogslless)'h
Vgh!ra'igtonJ!.oln
Void l(nlio=b'(log s',.,,),Z',·{log scr.'s)+d
Sheet4
RELATIONSHIP BET\VEEN STRESS AND SOIL PROPERTIES FOR INITIAL LAYER
i
Bauxite Residue
3.15 Western Australia
. soil
effectivi; e [permeability] gee)
stress .:-;
m kNfm' I I log (rnIs) I m"/day
0 I 2.3400 I ~6.9977 I 0.0643112
0.150 2.47 2.3300 -7.0895 0.0520613
0.30() 4.93 2.3200 -1.1925 0.0411938
fJ.450 7.40 2.3100 ~7.2658 0.0348986
0.600 9.86 2.3000 -73237 0;0306359
0.150 12.33 2.2900 I -7.3719 0.0274976
0.900 14.79 2.2800 -7.4135 0.0250622
1.050 17.26 I 2.2700 -7.4502 0,0231020
1.200 19.72 2.2600 -7.4831 0.0214815
1350 22.19 2.2500 -7.5131 0.0201138
1.500 24.66 2.2400 -7.5405 0.0189406
1.650 27.12 2.2300 -7.5659 0.0179205
1.800 29.59 2.2200 ~7.5895 0.0170238
1.950 32.05 2.2100 -7.6111 0.0162281
2.100 34.52 2.20Gb -7.6325 {L0155163
2.250 36.98 2.1900 ~7.6522 0.0148751
2.400 39.45 2.1300 -7.6708 0.0142940
2.550 41.91 2.1700 -7.6886 0.0137646
2.700 44.38 2.1600 -7.7056 0.0132799
2.850 46.85 2.1500 -7.7218 0.0123342
3.000 49.31 2.1400 -7.7373 0.0124228
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LASORA TORY DATA INJ:lJT Coal Slurry
Witbank
Specific Gravity
surface void
void ratio at base of initial layer, and
thickness of initial layer = thickness=[~~Jm
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calculated density= ~§~~I
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2.0969 1.500
2.3979 1.420
2.6990 1.360
3.0000 1.320
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LABORATORY DATA INPUT PAPPAS QUARRY
stress
kPa
1.898
50 1.785 ;~--1.6990 1.785100 1.717 2.0000 1.717200 1.647 2.3010 1.647
340 1.621 6· _ !i _. 2.5315 1.621
Specific Gravity (SG)= 3.65
surface void rario= 1.898 @ OkPa _ ..... -.. _
void ratio = 1.621 @depth r 17;6!m calculated density=calculated density=
-6
-6.5
-7
£:5-7.5
~e -8
1-0
Q.I
~·8.5
bJ)
o
...... -9
-9.S
-10
1~tress-R!2!1
1.9
1.85
0 i.a~
('d... 1.75
"tj
'15 1..7>
1.65
1.6
1.00
'" .0.0497x~ + 0.0 116:<+ 1.8987
R~=> 0.99
1.20 1.40 1.60 1.80 2.00 2.20 2.40 2.60
log Stress
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APPENDIXB
Program Listing of:
"Modulel Cont.loading ~2 way" - which excludes supernatant removal
"With supernatant removal" - which includes supernatant removal
(both programs listings are 17 pages)
Option Base I
Option Explicit
Public b As Single
Public CAs Single
Public d As Single
Public c As Single
Public f As, Single
Public h As Single
Sl!b s.ettlement_continuolls()
Dim increments As Integer
Dimflrsr increments As Integer
Dimload-tin1esteps As Integer
Dim presSltreAs Single
Dil11i As Integer
Dlm ] As Integer
Dim k As Integer
Dim p As Integer
Dim n As Integer
Dill) m As Single
Dim old_effect_stress(300) As Single
Dim old void(300) As Single
Dim Ge(300) As Double
Dim old T As Double
Dim ne~v T As Double
D!m new:::eftbct_stress(3g0) As Sing.~ij
Dpn drainnge.J_botAs Smgle
D!lll draillag~J_top As Si.ng1c
01111new vOld(300) As SlI\gle
D!I1\pwp:change_lol(300) As Single
01111 pwp changed As Double
Dim pwp -change(290) As Double
Dim time-step As Integer
Dim liI1H!-loop As Integer
Dim scttlClllcnt_of_,laycl' As Single
01111$eU!ell1ent_of_layel'_ini As Single
DUI)full settlement As. Single
Dim scttleml)nt(300) As Double.
Dim last time As Integer
Dill) ne\v time As .lnteger
Dim applTed thickness As Singh'
Dim tot appl1ed thickness As ~ingte
Dim der void ASSillgle
Dim displny As Integer
Dlmload_step As Integer
Dlm loads As Integer
Dim active loads As Integer
Dil11t unitAs Single
Dim dIsplay _tl)st As Single
Dim d added(300) As Single
Dim d-ini(125) As Single
Dlrn tllickntlSSAs Single
Dim H inl As Single
Dim top iAs Meger
D!01 inijayer_!hickness As Single
DUll posn As Single
Dim PlVIJ(300, 300) As Single
Dim pwp. $um(300) As Single
Dim oldjjwpAsSingle
Dim new_pwp As Single
Dim paths As Integer
Dim Peak_pressure_point As Integer
Dim layers As Integer
Dim start As Integer
Dim bot_peak As Integer
Dlm top.,.peak As Integer
Dim d time As Single
Dim [ncr As Single
piPlload ·Inyers As Integer
Dim peal{_pressul'e,jJoint_l As Integer
Module l Cant. loading - 2 way
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Module I Cont. loading. 2 way
Dim pcak_pressure_point,_2 As Integer
Dim pwp_slIm_penk As Single
Dim e min As Single
Dim e::::maxAs Single
Dim sg As Single
Dim depth As Single,
, Set Initial soil density value
e_min = Worksheets("sheet2 ").[e5].Value
sg == Worksheets("sheet2").[c4j.Value
Worksheets(lshcet2").[i5].Value = 10 * (sg + e_nlin) I (I + e_min)
, Get input data from speadsheet into program variables
load step = Worksheets("sheetl continuf\us").[d5].Ynlue
loads =W(lrkshects("sheet l_continuous").[i4j. Value
lond_timesteps = loads " load_step
time step =WorkshcetS("sheetl continuQus").[d6j.Value
!-I_hi! =Workshccts("sheetl_coiitinu(lus").[d7].Valuc
(lpplied_th lckness = Worksheets("sheet l_continupusl').[i5] .Value
pressure =WOI'kshcets("sheetl_continlIQIIS"),[d4].Valull
display = Wcrkshcetsf'tsheet l cOlltinuous").(d3j.Vnlue
paths = Workshcets("sheetl_cOntinuous").[h3j.Valuc
drninngc:)_top = lI_itli I paths + npplied_thi:kncss I p~(hs
first_incrcments '" Workshcets("sheetl_contllluolls").(luj.Valuc
Ifpnlhs=.2 Then
druillage-'_bot'" drninnsc_t_top
ulSI:!
dn\inagc_l_bot = 0
Endlf
b = Workshccls("shcct3").[l28].Va\!lc
c '" Workshects("shcct3").[129].Va)uc
d = Workshee\s("shect3").[130j.Valuc
c = Worksheets("shect3").(17].Valllc
f= Worksheels("sheet3").[18).Vnlllc
h '" Workshccts("sheet3").[19).Valuc
lnl layer thickness == 0
scUiemetlt_of_layer_ini = 0
settlement_oUayer == 0
increments = first_increments + I
Workshcets(IIShcctl_continuolls").Select
Rnnge("E8:Gh500").Se\ect
SeleOlion.ClenrContents
Selection.Borders(xILcft).LineStyle'" xlNone
~~I~~~i~~:~~i~:~~~~I~~~)~tf;~~tfel~;~~~~C
Selr.lctjon.BQrders(xIBottom).LineStyle '" xlNone
Sclectlon.Borderarcurid LineStyle:=xINone
Selection.Interlor.Oolorlndex '" xlblone
, set the initial soil parameters wrt dep''!
For i'"ITo first [norements
n= (first_increments ~ i) + 1
old_effect stressfi) '" Worksheets(lIsheet4").te8J.Cclls(rt, 1).Value
.old void(!) == Workshcets("shcet4").[c8].Cells(Il, 2).Vnlue
Oc9) '" Worksheets("sheet4").[f8).Ce\ls(n, 1).Vullie
Next!
new_ef,fect_stress(increments) = Worksheels("sheet4").[c8].Value
old_vold(increments) =Worksheets("sheet4").[d8].Value
new vOid(incrcments) '" old void(increments)
Gc(liicremfll\s) =: Worksheeti:("sheet4").[f8).Vnlue
d_nddcd01l4f!::IJlents) '" applied_thicklless
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Module I Cont. loading. 2 way
If paths = 2 Then
peak_pressurc ....point"" Fix(fimt_increments I paths)
Blse
peak pressure point = 1
End If
1 determine pwp distribution for inltial load all layers
For i=- I To firsUncrements
new_T = T(Ge(i), old_void(i), drainage_Uop, time_step)
posn = iI (increments (paths)
pwp(i, I) '" ui(pressure, posn, new...T)
pwp.. chnnge(i) '" pressure - pwp(i, I)
new effect stress(i) = old effect stress(i) + pwp change(i)
new::::void(l)= void(new_clfect_Stress(i» -
ffnew_effect_stress(i) > I Theil
GeCi)= a(new...effect_s(ress(i), old_cffect_stress(i), old_void(i), new_void(i»
Else
Ge(i) '" GeO)
End If
del_void'" old_void(i). new.yoid(i)
scllicment(i) = H ini I first increments.~ del void >I< (! • I I (t + old vold(i»)
d iniO) '" H ini FfirsUncrcll1ents " settlement(i) ..
hn_layer_th1ckness =,it!Uaycr_thickncss + dJl.1i(i)
settlement ...of_laycr_ln! '" scltlclllcnt_of_laycr_ltIi + sCllk:11let1t(i)
Next ,i
pwp(increl11ents, I) =.0
drainngeJ .. lop = drainageJ_top - Se:lt\t':IllCllt_of_laycl'_ini I paths
If paths« 2 Then
drainnge_l_bot'" drainage_i_top
Else
drainage ...!_bot= 0
Endlf
k=2
IOlldJnyers == I
for thne_loop '" (2 >4< time_step) To lond_tilllesteps Step time_stcp
lfl'emnin(tiltleJoop, lond_step) = 0 Then
drninngc_Uop = drainage_Uop + applied_thickness
incrementa= increments ':I- J
old effect stress(increments) == Worksheets("sneet4").[c8}.Value
old- void(mcrements) == Worksheets("sheet4").(d8].Value
Ge0ncrements) =Worksneets("sheet4").[f8].Vallie
new effect stress(increments) '" WorksheetS("sneet411),[c8].Value
new- void(mcremetlts) = old Yoid(irlcrements)
d_ncffied(incrcp1ents) == npplkid_thickness
lond_Iayer!) == morements - first_increments
For l = I To Incrementa- 1
PWp(i, 10adJayers) == pressure
Nexti
Else
Enette
Module! Cont. loading - 2 way
f ANALYSIS OF' INITIAL LAYER THICKNESS
, Drainage of upper layers upwards
, If peak pressure point is in added layers, all drainage will be
downwards, and this next section will be jumped over,
d:..,timc""remain(time_!oop, loadstep) * load_step
Ifpeak_pressllre_polnt >= first_increments Then
GoTo100
Else
FOr i·", peakpressurejpolnt To firstjncrements
If old_yo~d(i) -c» new~yoid(i) Then
Gcei) = d(tlcw_effecUtress(i), old_efFect_wess(l), old_void(i), new_yoid(j))
Else
Ge(i) '" Ge(i)
[lndlf
PWP_slII\l(i);=: 0 .
pwp ...change_lol(l) ""0
, position ratio of upward draining section of fnj layers
relative to peak pressure point.
I Only applies ifpeak is in lnitlnl.laycrs
posn '" (increments- i) I (increments - pcnk_prcsstlrc_poitlt)
I calculate the pwp for each increment, for each load application
I
For p "" I To load_layel's
InsUime '" (load_layers - p) * load_step + d_timc
If last time < 0 Then
Exit POI'
Else
Bod If
new time = last time + time. step
old_T ""T(Ge(Q:-new_yoi~(i), drai~uge")Jop, last_tin~e)
new_T =T(Ge(I), new_vold(f), drumage_l_top, new_time)
determine change in pwp between last time and this time, and subtract
from the last pwp, for each increment, for each load.
If new_T >"" I And pwp(i, p) -e- 0 Then
pwp...,changed == pwp(i, p)
pWp(l, p)=O
Elselfnew_T>= 1And pwp(i, p) '" 0 Then
pwp~chnh3ed '" 0
pWp(l, p)=O
Else
oldJ1\Vp '" uifpressure, PO$Il, old 'I)
new_pwp = ui(prcssure, posn, l1e\v_T)
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Modulel Cont. landing - 2 way
pwp_changed == old_pWIl- newpwp
lfpwp_changcd> pwp(i, p) Then
pwp(i, p) == 0
pwp_changcd == pwp(i, p)
E'.h1eJfpwp_changcd> 0 Then
pwp(i, p) ==1;\,,;.(i,p) - pwp_changed
Else
pwpO, p) '" pwp(i, p)
pwp_changed == 0
Endlf
Endlf
sum the pWp pressures at each increment, to determine the total
pressure of the increment
pwp_sum(i) '" pwp_sulll(i) + pwp(i, p)
record total change i11pressure as an input for the changed soil
parameters, due to changed pwp
pwp_changtUol(i) == pwp_changc_tot(i} + pwp_chungcd
Next p
I changed 50:! stresses and calc. of'settlemcnt of inl layers,
Ifpwp_c'\' ngc_tot(i) > 0 Then
old effect stress(i) == new effect sttess(i)
nQ\V:_e~feqt)tress(i) =: n~\v_cftecT..:~tress(i) + pwp_change_tot(i)
old vOld(l) '" new vOld(l)
J1C~V void(i) == v()fd(new effect_stress(i»
dcljioid == old_yoid(i) -l1ew_Y()id(i)
settlementti) == del_void '" d)ni(i) '" (I - 1 / (I + old yoid(i)))
d__ini(i) = d_ini(i) • settlel1lent(i) _
Else
settlementjj) =.0
End If
Nexti
Bndlf
I
: Analysls ot bottorn draining layers of inl layers
I
roo [fpeak_pressurc_point >= first)ncremellis Then
layers == first increments
Else -
layers = peak,_pressure point
End If -
Ifpnlhs == 2 Then
For j '" I To layers
PageS
Modulcl ContIoading- 2 way
If old_ void(i) <> new_void(i) Then
Ge(i) = (i(new_cffect_strcss(i), old_eftcct_stress(i), old_voidei), new_yoid(i»
Else
GeCi) = (le(i)
End If
pwp sum(i) '" 0
pwp:=change....:tot(i) = 0
, position ratio in ini layers for bottom draining, relative to peak
, pressure point
posn "" i / peak_pressure_point
, calculnte the pwp for each increment, for each load applica.ion,
For P '" I To load..Jayers
last.Jimc '" (Ioad_layers" p) * load_step + d_time
Iflast li1nc<OThcn
I!xit for
m$c
Elldlf
new time= last time + tlmc step
old Tr", 1'(Go(i)-'-now voioO}, drainnge I bot, last time)
IlC\v_T= T(Gc(i), nc\v_void(i), drainngcJ_bot, new_time)
determine change in pwp between last time and this time, and subtract
from the lust pwp, for each inCremcnt, for eaql,\ load.
IfneW_T>= I And pwp(i, p) <> 0 Then
pWP.....changed '" pWp(i, p)
pWp(l, p) =0
B!scJfl1eW_T >'" IAnd pwp(i, p) '" 0 Then
P\Vp. changed= 0
pwp'{l, p) =0
Else
old_.pWp = ui(ptessure, posn, old .. T)
newpwp = ui(pressure, POSll, new_T)
pwp....:changed= oldpwp - new.....pwp
If pwp_changed > pwp(i, p) Then
pwp(i, p)=O
pwp_changed =pwp(i, p)
Elselfpwp_challged> 0 Then
pwp(i, p) '" pwp(j. p) - pwp_changed
Else
pwp(i, p)=pwp(i. p)
pwp_chunged '" 0
End If
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Modulcl Cont. loadil1s - 2 way
End If
sum the pwp pressures at each increment, to determine the total
pressure of the increment
pwp_sum(i) :;0 pwp_sutr.(i) +pwp(i, p)
record to.ta(diange in pressure as an input for the Changed soil
pnral1?<lter.~;due to changed pwp
P''',,)_chnnge~tot(i) == pwp_change_tot(i) + pwp_changed
Next p
t changed soil stresses and calc. of settlement of inl layers
t
Ifpwp_chnllge_(ot(i) > 0 Then
old_cffcct_strcss(Q = new_effect_strcss(i~ .. .
new_effect_stress( 1) =.new_effect_ stress( 1) + pwp_change ~tot(l)
old_void(i) = ne~~_votd(i)
ncw_void(i) == vOld(new effect_stress(i»
del_void = old_void(i) -new_ Yoid(i)
scttlemcnt(i) '" (lel_Yoid * d_ini(i) >1< (l - l I (I+ old_ void(i»)
d_ini(i) =-d_ini(i) - s.ctticOlcnt(i)
Else
settlemcnt(i) = 0
Bndtf
Next i
Else
Endl~
I end MUir' structure fat one way drainage case
for i == 1 To first_increments
settlemcnt_of_lnyer_ini e: settlcment_otJayerJni + settlemcnt(i)
Next i
! changed thickness of'layer,
inUayer_lhickness:= inUayer_thickness "settlcOlellt_of_layer_ini
, ANALYSIS OF ADDED LAYERB
1. Pressure calculation for upward ,lral.nage
Determine the start point of the drainage direction ill a 'ded layers
If peat. pressure jioint > first_increments Then
start '" peak_pressure_point
Else
start.= first increments
End If ~
For i:= start + 1 To increments" 1
lfold_vold(i) <> new_void(i) Then
Page?
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Module! Cant, loading- 2 way
Geei) '" G(ncw_cffcct_strcss(!), old_cffect_stress(i), old_void(i), new_void~;»
Else
GcCi) "" Gc(i)
Bnd If
pwp_chan~e_tot(i) = 0
pwp_sum(l) =: 0
, position ratio of upward draining sectlo» or added layers
which is a ratio relative to the peak pressure point
POSIl := (increments - i) I (increments - peak_pressure_point)
calculate the pwp for each ADDED increment, for each load applicatlon
For p .. i~Iirst..,increnl(.:nts To loadJnycrs
IlISt_time '" (Iond_laycl's • p) * lond_step + "_tlllle
If last time < 0 Then
Ex-iTPor
tltse
End II'
IHlw_timc'" lost_tline + time_step
old T ""T(Gc(i), new void(i), drainage I top. last time)
I1c\v_T == T(Geei), I1c\v_void(i), d"(llnngc_T_top, new_time)
determine chnngc in pwp between last time and this time, and subtract
from th.: last pwp. for each increment, for each land,
rfnew.)";>'= I And pwp(i, p) -c- 0 Then
pwp changed'" pwp(i, p)
pwp(l, p) c 0
ElscltnelV .....T >"" I And pwp(i, p);;: 0 Theil
pwp.,.,changcd '" 0
pWp(l, p) ""0
Else
oklpwp ""ui(pressll"e, paso, old T)
neW._pWp ""Ui(pi'cssurc, posn, new_T)
pwp_chang<:d ""old._pwp -MW._pWp
lfpwp~chilnged;> pwpfi, p) Then
pwp(i, 1') =0
pwp_¢hanged"" pwp(i, p)
Else;lfpwp_chllnged> 0 Then
pWP(i. P) = pwp(i, p). pwp_ch[\l\ged
Else
pwp(l, p) ""pwp(i, p)
pwp_chnl ged'" 0
End If
Module t Cont, loading - 2 way
End If
sum the pwp pressures IIIeach Increment, to determine the total
pressure of the increment
pwp~surl1(i) ~ pwp_sum(i) + pwp(i. p)
record total change in pressure as all input for the changed Soil
parameters, due to changed pwp
pwp~chonge_t(lt(i) = pwp_challge_tol(i) + pwp;...changed,
]'ieXI p
I changed soil stresses and calc. of settlement of added layers
I
Ifpwp_chang(Uol(i) > 0 Then
old e.l'ect stress(i) ""new effect sll'ess(i)
llew_cf.fcct_stl'ess(i) =: nc\v_errec't_slress(i) + pwp_changtUo1(i)
old YOld(i) "" new vOld(i)
I1C\Vvoid(i} "" vofd(new effect st!'ess(i))
dcrvoid ;= old void(i):- new void(i)
scttlcillcnt(i) "" d'""'i:l_void.. d_udded(i)" (] • L/(l + old_void(i»)
d_ndd!)d(i) '" d_uddcd(i) • scltlell1()l1t(!)
Else
seltlcmcnl(i) == 0
Endlf
Next!
pwp(illcrements, load layers) '" 0
pwp sllln(increments) '" 0
pwp:cIHln&e_lot(increments) ""0
settlell1ent(mcrements) '" 0
t 2, Pressure calculation for downward drainage of added layers
t
Ifp(l~hs =2 Then
Ifpeak,_Pressurr-_point> first_increments Thcl1
For i""t1rst_increments + 1 To penk_pressure_J)oint
lfold_void(i) <.';> new_vQid(i) Then
Ge(l) = G(newjlffcct_stress(i), old_effect_stI'Css(i), old_vOld(i), new_void(i»
ElSe
Gc(i) '" Go(i)
End If
P\vp_sum(l) ""0
pwp_chnnge,Jot(i) "" 0
t posl~ion t':lt!o,of do\~nY"nrd draining section of added layers
np~h~s only If peak IS In added layers section of overall-layer
This IS controlled by the programme flow
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Module t Cont. loading ~2 way
pOSIl = iI pcak_prcssurc_point
f calctilatc thc pwp for each increment, for each load application
I
For p "" i • first_increments To 10tH.I)ayers
last_time '" (load_lnyers • p) * load_step+ d_time
If Ii\~t time < 0 Then
Exit For
Else
End If
neW time == lust time + time step
old l' '"T(Ge(i)-;-new void(i); drainage I..bot, last time)
l1(l\V_T '" T(Ge(i), l1e\v_vQid(i), drainage_Lbot, new_time)
detcrntlne change in pwp betwecn lasttlme and this time, ann subtract
from the last "WI', for each increment, for each load.
Ifnew_T>= I And pwp(i.p) -c- 0 Then
pwp_chnnged '" pWp(i, p)
pwp(i, p) '" 0
!3Isclfnew_T>= t Andpwp(i,p)==OThcn
pwp t:hMgcd = 0
pwp(1, p) ",0
Else
old_pwp '" ui(pressure, POSI), olcl_T)
new_pwp ==ui(pr()ssuN, posn, new.)')
pwp,....chunged '" ald_PWp • new_pwp
If' pwp._changed > pwp(i, 12) Theil
pwp(i, p)= 0
pwp_changcd '" pwp(i, p)
Eisel f pwp~changed > 0 Theil
pwp(i, p) '" pwp(i, p). plVp~changed
Else
pwp(i, p) '" pwp(i, p)
pwp_chnnged '" 0
End If
End If
sum the pwp pressures nt euch increment, to determine the total
pressure of the lncremen,
pwp_sum(i) "" pwp_sun'(l) + pwp(i, p)
record total chanp in pressure as lin input for the changed soil
patameters, due to changed pwp
pwp_chnnge_tol(i) '" pwp_change_tot(i) + pwp_changed
Nextp
Puge 10
Module) Cont. loadlng - 2 way
, changed soil stresses and calc. of settlement of added layers
If pwp_change •.tot(i) > 0 Then
old effect stress(i) '" new effect stress(i)
ne\i_effe~_stress(i) "'.ne.\v_effect_stress(i) + pwp_chnngc_tot(i)
old voider) == new_vold(l)
nc'\i' void(i) = void(new cffeCI_stress(i»
del-;"oid == old void(i) :"new void(i)
scttiement(i) == del void * d tidded(i) * (I - , / (t +old_void (i»)
d_uddcd(i) == d_adCied(i) • settlcment(i)
Else
settlcmcntfi) ~ 0
End If
Ncxt i
, end of "if" structute for case where no downward dl'ainage in added layersElse
End If
mse
End II'
, end of "if" structure for one way drainage
Per i'"firsUncl'Cl11ents + I 1'0 Increments
settlemcnt_oUayer'" scttlcmcnt_of_laycr + setUclllenl(i)
Ncxt l
, settlement of both initial [\lId added Inyurs
fllll_scltleinent"" settICl11Cllt_of_1nycr+ scttlemcllt_of)aycrJni
revised rotnl lnycr thickness for next round df'cnlculations
inUnyer_thickncss '" 0
Por i=; 1 To fil'st_.iucremellts
ini_!ayer_thickncss = d_ini(i) + ini_lnyer_thickness
Next i
thickness == ini_layer_thickness
For i'" tirst_i1tcretnol1ts + 1 To increments
thickness ;= thickness +d_added(i)
Next i
drainage .. Uop = thickness I paths
lf'paths '" 2 Then
drninnge_l_bot = thickness. drainage_! top
. penk""ptesstlre""point'" Fix(incrcntct1ts rpaths)
Else
d{uinagc I bot .. 0
peak....presStlrc....pO(l\t'" 1
End If
Module! Cont.Ioadlng . 2 way
, CONTROL FOR DISPLAY or RESULTS
displaY_fest == remain(tim<Uoop, display)
If display_lest = 0 Then
Worksheets("sheetl_continuous").Select
For i'"I To increments
ActiveShcet.[fl5J.CeUs(i,2>1< k - .3).Select
With ActivcCell
.Value = App!icatlon.Rourtd(pwp sumO), 3)
.Nu01berFormat == "110.000" -
.Columnwidth == 12
.Font.Size == 10
.Font.Namc= "Times New Romani!
.Bordct's(xIRight).LineStyle :: xlNone
With .Borders/xlldght)
.Weight '" x.lMedillm
.Colorlndex == xlAutornntic
BndWith
.Bordcrsfxl'Fop'i.Llncstyle '" xlNone
.i3orders(xlBottoll1).LineStyle '" xlNonc
.l3ordcl'!\roUlld LincStylc:=xINonc
BndWith
Next i
thickness '" a
For I= 1To first_incremellts
thlckness » thickness + d_ini(i)
ActivcShcct.[eISJ.CeUs(i,2 * k - 3).Selcct
With ActiveCcll
.Value == thickness
.Numbel'Pormat '" "IIQ.OOO"
.Co!un\llWidth'" 12
.Pom,Size'" 10
.Font.Natue= "Times New Roman"
End With
Next l
For i'"flrstjnerements + I To Increments
thlckness= thickness + d_added(i)
ActiveSheet.[e15].Cells(i,:2'" k - 3).Seject
With ActiveCell
.Value == thickness
.1'hl111berFormat== "/10,000"
.Columnwldth= 12
.Font.Size= 10
.Font.Name '" "Times New Roman"
End With
Nexti
tot_applied_thickness = applied_thickness" (lllt(tillleJobp I load_step) + 1)
ActiveSheet.[a8].Cells(I,:2 '" k + l),Sc!ect
With AcUveCell
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Module l Cont. loading - 2 way
.Value '" tiltle_!oop
.Numberf'ormat.= "110"
.IlorizontalAlignrncnt = xlCentcr
,Bordcrs(xITop).LincStyle -= xlNone
With .Borders(xITop)
,Weight'" xlMedlum
.Colorlndex ""xlAutonmtic
End With
.Borders(X!Bottom).LineStyle == xlNone
.Bol'ders(xIRight).LineStylc'" xlN(lnc
.130rders(xILeft).LineStylc = xlNone
.BordecArotrnd LineStyle:=xINone
End With
ActivcSheet.[b8].Cells(1,2>1' k + 1).Select
With ActiveCell
.Value '" "days"
.Borders(xIRight).LincStyle '" xlNone
With ,Borders(xIRight)
.Welght = xlMedium
.Colorlndex= ldAutomntic
End Willi
.B6i:dcrs(xITop).LincStylc '" xlNone
With .Bordersfxl'l'op)
•Weight"" xlMediull1
.Colorlndcx .. xlAutomntic
End Willi
.E3Qrdcr$(xIBoltoll1).LlneStylc'" xlNone
.Borders(:<lLcft).LineStylc.= xl NOlle
.Borde.Around LitleStylc:""xINolle
End With
ActiveSheet.[a9).Cells(l, 2 * K + I ).Select
With AetiveGell
.Value= full settlement
.Nur.lberFormllt = "110.000"
.i-lorizentnIAlignmcnl == xlCentcr
End With
ActiveSlteet.[b91.Cel1s(1, Z:l< k + l);Seleet
With ActiveCell
.Vaiue ee "rn"
.Berders(xIRight).LineStyle =xtNone
Whh .13orders(xIRight)
•Weight = xiMedium
.Colcrlndex == xlAutoll1atic
End With
.BordeI'S~XITl;\p).LhleSt>'le'" xlNone
.B. ord.ers xIBoltom).Li11eStyle '" xlNelle
.Borders xlLeft).LincStyle '" xlblone
.Berdel'Arotti1d LineStyle:=xINol1e
End With
ActiveSheet.(alO].Cells(I,2>1< k + I).Select
With ActiveCell
.Value= (ll1l(tjme_loop I load_step) + I) * pressure
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Module! Cont.Ioadtnr Wily
.Numbcrf'ormat == "#0.00"
.llorizontalAligl1mcnt '" XICr;JI!er
End With
ActiveSheet.IblO).Celts(I,2 *' k + 1).Select
With Ao:,"'eCell
.Valt. '" "kPa"
.Borders(:dRight).LincStyle'" XINone
With .Borders(xIRight)
.Weiglu == xlMedium
.Colorlndcx ea xlAutomntic
End With
,Borders(xITop).LineStyle =xl NOlle
.Bordets(>dBottol11).LineStyle:; xlNone
,Borders(xILeft).LineStyle == xlNone
.Bol'detAroulld LilleStyle:=xINone
End With
Ar:tiveShect,[llll).Cells(l, :2 * k + I).Se.lect
. With ActiveCcli
'alue = tot_npplied_thickness
nrnberl'ormat '" "#0.000"
1nrizontnlAlignment == );lCenter
"With
ActiveShect.[bIIJ.Cells(I,2'" k+ 1).Select
.With AclivcCcll
.Vnluc"'''m''
.l3ordcrs(;d!tigl\I).LincStylc'" xlNolle
With •.Borders(XIRight)
.Weight > xlMedium
.Cclorlndex == xlAutomntic
End With
,8orders(xITop).LineStylc ee xlNonc
.I3orders(xIBottom).LineStylc == xlblcue
.8orders(xILeft).LincSty!c ea xlNone
.Bordcrxround LineStylc:=xINonc
End With
ActiVeShc!!t.[nlZ).Cclls(I,2 * k + l)$elect
With ActiveCell
.Value '" thickness
.NutnbcrFormnt = "#0.000."
.Hol'izol1talAligntncnt'" x[Cetlter
End With
ActlveSheet.[b 12].Cells(1, 2 >I< k + 1).Select
With ActiveCell
.Value= "m"
.Borders(xIRight).Lir-.eStyle'= xlNone
With .Bordcrs(xIRight)
.Weight '" xlMedium
.Colorlndex '" xlAutomntic
End With
.BorderS~XlTOP).LlneStYle'" xlNonc
.Borders xIBottom).l ~Style '" "IN one
.sorders xlLcft).Lme.:>,yie = "INone
.BorderAround UneStyle:"'xINone
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Module! Cant. Ioadtng « ~ way
End With
ActivcSheet.[e 13].Cells(l, 2 * k.- 3).Sclect
With Activeflell
.Value '" "Depth from base up"
.Font.Narne = "Times New Roman"
.Font.Size = 10
.ColumrtWidth= 10
.lnterlor.Oolorlndex '" 19
.HorllontalAlignment '" xtCenter
.Vertlcalallgnment= xlCenter
.Wrap'I'ext = True
.Orientation ""xlHorizontal
.Borders(xlLeft).UneStyle '" xlblone
With .Bordersfxll.eft)
•Weight = xlMedium
v , Colorlndcx = xlAutematic
End With
.Borclcrs(xITop).LineStyle ""xlNone
With .Bordcrs(xITop)
.Welght ""xlMedium
.Colorlndcx ., xlAutolnntic
End With
.Bol'dcrs(xl[3ottont).Lir\eStyle == xlNone
.BordctsO;lRight).LincStylc ;=; x!None
.Bordcr/vround !~incSlylc;=xlNonc
End With
ActiveShcct.[cI4J.Cclls(l, ~ >\< k- 3).Scfcct
With ActivcCcll
.Vcluc = "nt"
.Fm,\,Nnme'" "Times New Roman"
.Font.Slze.= 10
.Interior.Colorlndex "" 19
.Columnwidth == 10
.Horizor1taIAlignment"" xlCcntcr
.VerticalAlignmcnt =xlBottom
.Wrap'I'ext = False
.Orieutation "" xll-lorlzontal
.Borders(xILeft).LhleStyle == xlNonc
With .BQrders(xILeft)
,\Veight "'xlMediuln
.Cclorlndex '" xlAutomatic
End With
.Bordersfxlliottomj.Line'Style := xlblone
With ,Borders(xlBottom)
.Weight:; xlMcdium
.Colorlndex '" xlAutomntic
End With
.Borders(xlTr ').LineStyle '" xlNone
.BQrders(xlR\".t).LineStyle '" xlNone
.Bcrderaround LineStyle:=xlNone
End With
ActiveShcet.[tI3],Cells(I,2 * k - 3).Sclect
With ActiveCell
.Value == "u"
.Font.Bold '" True
.Font.Italic= True
.Font.Name= "Times New Roman"
.Font.Size == 14
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Module 1Cont. loading- 2 way
.lnterior.Colorlndex == 19
.ColumnWidth:: 12
.HorizQntalAIignment = xlCenter
.VcrticalAlignsnent == xlCentcl'
.Wrap'Iext '" False
.Orientation ""xll-lotizontal
.BQrders(xIRight).LineStyle = x'Ncne
With .Sorders(xlRight)
,Weight == xlMedium
.Colorlndex ee xlAutomutic
End With
.l3orders(xITop),LineStyle'" xlblone
With .Borders(>:ITop)
.Weight == xlMedium
.Colorlndex = xlAutomatic
End With
.13ol'ders(xlBoltom).LincStyle == xlNone
.BoI·ders(xILeft).LineStyle = xlNone
.BctdcrAround LineStyle:"'xINone
End With
AclivcSheel.[fl4].Cclls(I,2" k - 3).Select
With ActivcCell
.Valuc= "kl>n"
,ront.Nmllc == "Times New Rornan"
.1;ollt..Size"" 10
.lnrertor.Cclorlndcx= 19
.Colul1InWidth == 10
J lodtontalAligllmclJt ""xlCenter
.Vel'ticnIAlignlllcnt ""xllrottom
•WrnpTcxt == False
.Orlcntation '" xlHorizontnl
.Borders(xIRight).LineStylc = xlNone
With .Bordersfxlltight)
.Weight == xlMedium
.Oolorlndex = xl/uitornntic
End With
.l3ol'del·s(xiBottol11),LineStyle = xlNonc
With .Botders{r.lBo.Hol11)
;Weight == xlMcdiul11
.Colorlndcx = xlAutomatic
End With
.Bol'ders(;<lTop). LineStylc ""xlNOM
,Borders(xILcn).LincStyle '" xlNone
.BorderAround LineStyle:<=xINo!1¢
End With
k=k+l
El~e
End If
Next timc_loop
BndSUb
Function \1i(prcssure, posn T)
Dim uUncr As Single '
Dim mAs Single
Dim k As Integer
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Module! Cant. loading -2 way
k=O: ui=O
Do
In '" 0.5 of· (22/7) * (2 '" k + l)
lIi_iner'" 2 * pressure I m * Sin(ll1 * posn) * Exp(-(tn "2 '" T»
ui'" ul + ui lncr
k=vk+ 1 _
Irk >=200 Then
Exit Do
Else
End If
Loop Until Abs{ui_illcr) <= pressure l I000 And remain(k, to) '" 0
End Function
Function void(ncw_strcss)
Dim ti As Double
If new stress <=d Then
void == Workshcets("shcet4").[d8].Value
Else
(I= 0.43429448 .. Log(IlCW stress)
void = b* II "2'~ c * a ·HI-
End If
End Function
Function G(new_stress, old stress, old_Yoid, new~void)
Dim a As Double
Dim Mv iAs Double
Dim perm As DO\l\J(e
II '" 0.43429448 .. Log(new_stress)
perm = 10 i\ (e .. II 1\ 2 + f * n + It)
Mv i""(new stress - old stress) I (old void - new voidj)
G ";-pettn '"Mv_i 19.811 (1 + old_voidf* 3(i00 * 24
End Function
FUnction T(G, void_ratio, drainage_l, time)
T == G '" (I -I- void_ratio) "2* time I dralnage] "2
End Function
Function reIlHI;n(number, division)
Dim a number As Single
Dlm p:mlmber As Sipgle
a number == number I division
b:lJu(l1ber == Int(number 1 division)
remain ;: Ii...number - b_.llumber
End Function
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Option Base I
Option EXplicit
Public b As Single
Public cAs Single
Public d As Single
Public. e As Single
Public f As Single
Public h As Single
Sub settlement continuousO
Dim incrf'ments As Integer
Dim first increments As Integer
Dim load- timesteps As Integer
Dim presS-ure(300) As Single
Dim iAs Integer
Dim J As Integer
Dim k As Integer
Dim p As Integer
Dim nAs Integer
Dim mAs Single
Dim old effect stress(30Q) As Single
Dim ol(::void(300) As Single
Dim Ge(300) As Double
Dim olJ •T As Double
Dim nc\v T As Double
J_)imnew::::effect_stress(300) As Single
Dim drainage_Lbot As Single
Dim drainage I tapAs Single
Dim new void(300) As Single
Dim p~v!l::::cli!ll\ge_tot(300)As Single
Dlm pwp~chnngcd As Double
Dim pwp_chnngc(290) As Double
Dim time_step As Integer
Dim time_loop As Integer ,
Dim settlement of layer As Single
Dim settlemenCo(lnyerjni As Single
Dim full settlement As Sjpgle
Dim settfcment(3f ') As Double
Dim last time As. . :,!:let
Dim nc\v_time As Integer
Dim applied jhickness As Single
Dim tot applied thickness As Single
Dim def void AS-Single
Dim display As Integer
Dim .load_step As Integer
Dim loads As Integer
Dlm actlve loads As Integer
Dill) t unitAs Single
Dim display_test As Single
Dim d_!Idded(300) As Single
Dim d_..ini(125) As !:tingle
Dim thickness As Single
Dim H ini As Single
Dim top_i As Integer
Dim lnl layer thlckness As Single
Dim poS"t\As Single
Dim pwp(300, 300) As Single
Dim pwp_sum(300) As Single
Dill, old_pwp As Single
Dim new,JJwp As Single
Dim patns As Integer
Dim peak_pressllre__poll1tAs Integer
DIm layers As Integer
Dim start As Integer
Dim bot_peak As Int-ger
Dim top.,.peak As Integer
Dim d time As Single
Dim itiCf As Single
D!m!oad_Jayets As Integer
Dlm pwp sum_pcllk As Single
Dim e mm As Single
Dim e-max As Single
Dim sgAs Single
With supernatant removal
Page I
With supernatant removal
Dim depth A; Single
Dim watcr_r lass As Single
Dim incr_settlement As Single,
I Set initial soil density value
e.....mln =Worj{sheets("sheet2").[c5j.Value
sg= Wor]l',sheelsr'~heet2").[c4J. Value
Worksheets("sheet2").(iSj.Value'" 10* esg + c_min} I (l + e_min)
• Get input data from speadsheet into program variables
load~ster' '" Worksheets("sheetl_cQntinuous").[d5).Value
Ioads= Worksheets("sheetl_continuous").[i4j.Valuc
load_timcstcps ,,"'loads * loadstep
time_step '" Workshects("sheet 1_r..ontinuous").[d6j. Value
H,...,il\i'" Worksheels("sheet1_con;(inuous").(t:l7j.Value
applied_thickness '" Worksheets("sheetl_c: .'nuolIs").USj.\'alue
pressure(\) '" Worksheets("sher.:t l_continllous·'J.[d4J.Vaiue
dlsplay.= Worksheetsivsheet lL.contlnuousvj.] d3]. V alue
paths =. Worksheets("shectl_3ontinllolls"),[h3j.Value
drainage_t_top =H_ini I paths+ applied_thlckness / paths
firsUncrcmcnts =Workshef:ts("sheetl_continuous").[i6).Valuc
If paths = 2 Then. '
drain<lgc_l_bot'" draJMge_l_top
Else
druinllge_l_bot =i 0
Endl:f
b '" Workshccts("shcCl3").[l281.Vuluc
c = Workshects("shccl.3").fI22]. Value
d '" Workshccts("shcct3").f130).Valuc
e ""WorkshcctsC"shcct3").[171 Value
f;: Worksheets("shect3").[H\ \uluc
h =.Worksheets'''she\)t3'').[I~J. Value
ini layer_thicknes~ = 0
s~iilelnent_of_hlyer_ini '" 0
settlement of Iayer'= 0
Increments" = 'first_incrcn1cnts + I
Worksheets("Shcet l_colltinuolls").Select
Rangc("ER:Gh500'·).Sclect
Selection.ClcarContents
5election.Bordcrs(xILeft).LineStyle"" xlNone
Sclection.Bordcrs(xIRight).LhltiStyle '" xlNone
~election.BordErs(xlT()p).L1nuS<)'le "" xlNone
Selection.Borders(xlBottom).LmeStyle = "INone
Selectlon.Bordereround J.,ineStyle::=xINone
Selectlon.Interlor.Oolorlndex == xlNone
, set the initial soil parameters wrt depth
For l= 1 To first increments
n = (first_increments - i) + I
old effect stress(i) == Worksheets("sheet4").[c8j.CellsCn, l).V<llue
ol(::void(i) == Worksheets("sheet4").[c8].Cells(n, 2).Value
(leCi) "" Worj{sheets("sheet4").[f8].Cells(n, 1).Value
Next.i
ne\'i_e~fe~t_stress(incJ'ements) =Worksheets("sheet4").rcSJ.Value
old__Vold(lIlcrements)" Worksheets("sheet4").[d8].Value
new._v(M~increments) "" old_ void(ihcrements)
Ge(u\cy ,nents) '" Workshe('ts("sheet4").[f8).Value
d_adC:~d(incrcmel1ts) == applied_thickness
If paths '" 2 Then
peak_pressure_point'" Fix(first increments I paths)
Else -
peak _Pl'essure_po!J\t == 1
End If
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With supernatant removal
, determine pwp distribution for inltlnl load on layers
For i= ITo first_i!\Crclllcnts
new T = T(Ge(i), old void(i), drainage I top, time step)
posn = j I (inerements7 paths) _ - -
pwP(i, I) = ui(pressure(l), posn, new T)
pwp chnnge(i) '" pressure(l) • pwp(O)
new-effect stress(i) '" old effect stress(!) + pWp chnnge(i)
ncw::void(l);: void(new_clTectjtrcss(i» _
If new effect stress(i) > I Then
Gc(r) ""G(new ..effecl_stress(i), old_effect_strcss(i), old_void(i), new_voitl(i»
Else
Ge(i) = Geei)
End If
dcl_void·,.., old_vcid(i)· new_void(i)
settlemenul) '" H_illil fir!it_incrcmcllts * dcl_void * (1 • II (1 + old void(i)))
d .ini(i) ""H__ini llitst_incremcnts· settlement(i) _
iii! layer thickness = ini layer thickness + d inin)
sctTIctnent_of__layer_Jni ;; scUIC'i1\ent_of_layuc)ni + scttiemelll(i)
Next i
pwp(incrcn1cI1ts, I) '" 0
dralnrlgcJ_top '" drainngc_l_top • settlcmcntof)ayer_!ni f pnths
Ifpaths '" 2 'Ihcn
dnlinage_l_bol '" drninngc_l_top
Else
tlrllinngc_l_bot ;= 0
CTldif
k=2
lond_layers'" I
For lil11cJoop =: (2 * time_step) To 10rlu_timesteps Step timc_stt!p
Ifrcmnin(timc_!oop, loud_step) = 0 Then
dl'ailHtgc_.!_top;= drninngeJ_top + applied .. thickness
increments "" increments + I
old effect strcss(iTlcrel11cllts)= Workshccts("shect4"),[c8).Vnlue
old- void(mcl'emcnts) '" Worksheets("shect4").[dS].Valuc
Ge(Tncrements);= Workshcets("sheet4"),[fS).Valuc
new effect strcss(ineremcnts) = Worksheets("shcct4").[c8].Valuc
new"yoid(tncremcnts) '" old yoid(increments)
d •ncTded(increments) '" i1Pplled thickness
lond layers =" increments • til'sCincrements
writer mass= Incr settlement *-9.81
iner_settlement'" if
, reduction in load due to water loss from consolidated mass
pressure(lond_layers) '" pressure(l) - water_mass
For i""I To increments- J
pwp(i, lond)ayers) '" prcssure(!oild_layers)
Next l
Else
End If,
I ANALYSes OF INITIAL LAYER THICKNESS
Drnillnge ofupper layers upwards
I Ifpeak pressure point is in added layers, all drainage will be
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With supcmatant removal
, downwards, and this next section will be jumped over.
d_tlme '" rcmain(time)oop, load_step) ,. load....step
!fpeak_pressure _point >'" first_increments Then
GoTo 100
Else
For i'"peak_pressure_point To first_increments
If old_void(i) «» ncw_void(i) Then
Geei) '" G(ne\~_effecUtress(i), old_effect_stress(!), old_void(i), new_void(i»
Else
GeO) '" Ge(i)
End If
pwp sum(i) "" (J
pwp::::change._\ot(i) ,: 0
, position ratio of upward draining section cfin] layers
relative to peak pressure point.
• Only applies if peak is in initinllaycrs
posn '" (increments - i) / (increments - rcok_pressure_point)
calculate the pwp for each Increment, for each load application
Fat I' == ITo Iond)aycrs
Inst_thne .. (loadJaycrs • p) " loud_Slep + d_time
Jf Ins! time < 0 Then
Exit For
Blse
End If
new tlme= last time + time step
(lid 'T 1= T(Ge(ij;" new void(!), drainnge I top, lust time)
lte\v~T 1= T{Ge(i), ne\v_void(i), drnltlnge)_top, new_tllnc)
determine change itl pwp between last time and this time, and subtract
from the Instpwp, for eacli lncremerrr, for each lead,
1[l1ow_T>o:l And pwp(i, p) -c- 0 Then
pwp changed 1= pWp(i, p)
pwp(l, p) "'0
Elself!1ew_T>= 1 And pwp(i, p) = 0 Then
pwp",chunged >= 0
pWp(l,p)=O
Else
old._pwp '" ui(pressure(p), posn, old_T)
Ilew._pwp = ui(pressure(p), posn, new_T)
pwp_chnnged ">old_pwp. new_pwp
Ifpwp~changed > pwp(i, p) Theil
pwp(i, p),,-,O
pwp_ch~nged '" pwp(l, p)
Elselfpwp_changed > 0 "hen
Pnge4
With supernatant removal
pwp(i, p)> pwp(i, p). pwp_changed
Else:
pwp(i, p) = pwpf], p)
pwp_chnnged = 0
End If
End If
sum the pwp pressures at each increment, to determine the total
pressure of the increment
pwp_st.uu(i) = pwp_sum(i) + pwp(i, p)
record total change in pressure as an input for the changed soil
parameters, due to changed pWp
pwp_change_tot(i) = pwp_chU!lge_tot(i) + pwp_chnnged
Nextp
.' changed soil stresses and calc, of settlement of ini layers,
Ifpwp_ch,uJ"gc_!ot(iP 0 Theil
old effect stressfl) '" new effect strcssil)
I\C\Vcffcct'strcss(i) = ne\v effect- stressfl) + pwp change tot(i)
old void(if= ncw_void(!) _ - - _
t1C\VVQid(i) '" void(new effect stress(i»
dill void = old void(i) -ncw vCiid(i)
sc\tlement(i) ",,""delvoid * d Tni(i) '" (1 - II (I + old void(l)))
d_ini(i) "" d_ini(i):- settlemelit(i) -
Else
settlement(i) =0
End If
incl'_settle.mcnt '" incr_settlemenl + settlementrl)
Next i
End If,
I Al1l.1lysis.of bottom draining layers of in! layers
I
100 If peakpressurepoint >'" fitst_itlcrements Then
layers =< first_illcremellts
Else
layers ",.pellk_pressure_point
End If
If paths == 2. Then
For i ee 1To layers
If old_ void(i) -o- new_void(i) Then
Ge(i) =G(new_effcct_stress(i), old_effecUtress(i), old_void(i), neW_void(i»
Else
Ge(i) ee Ge(i)
Ead If
1'I.1ge5
With supernatant removal
pwp_sllm(i) == 0
pwp_change_tot(i) :; 0
, position ratio in ini layers for bottom draining, relative to peak
• pressure point
posn = ilpeak_jlressure_point
, calculate the pwp for each increment, for each load application,
For p '" J To load javers
last_time == (load_l8yers. p) * load_step + d_time
Iflast time < 0 Then
Exit For
Else
ERdlf
new time == last time + time step
old 't == T{Ge(i)-;-ni:w void(i). drainage I bot, last time:
M\v_T == T(Ge(i), ne\v_void(iJ, drninnge_]_bot. new_tim ..;
deterrnlne change in pwp between last time and this time, and subtract
from th~ last pwp, for each ihCremCO!, for each load.
Ifncw_T>= I And !,wp(i, p) <> 0 Theil
pwp_changcd == pwp(i, p)
pWP(i, p) == 0
Elsclf new_T >= I And pwpCi, p) == 0 Then
pwp changed= 0
pwp(i, p)=O
Else
oldywp'" ui(pressute(p), posn, old_T}
newpwp == ui(pressllre(p), posn, new_T)
pwp_chal1ged == oklpwp . new_pwp
If pwpchanged > plVp(i, p) Then
pwp(l, p) =0
pwp_changcd = pwp(i, p)
Elself pwp_changed > 0 Then
pwp(i, p):= pwp(i, p). pwp_chnnged
Else
pwp(i, p) '" pwp(i, p)
pwp_chnnged"" 0
Bndlf
Bndlf
Sum the pwp pressures at each increment, to determine the total
pressure of the Increment
pwp_sum(i) ""pwp_sum(i) +pwp(i, p)
record total cl1ange in pressure as an input for the changed soil
parameters, due to changed pwp
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With supernatant removal
pwp_change_~ot(i) = pwp_changc_tot(i) + pwp~:::.~al\ged
Next p
, changed soil stresses and calc. of settlement of'Ini layers
I
If pwp_change_tot(i)> 0 Then
old_cffect_stress(i) '" new_effect_stress(i)
new_effect_sttess(i) =. new. effr-:t_stress(i) + pwp_ change .. tot(i)
old void(i) '" new VDld(i)
nc\v void(i) = void(new •effect stress(i))
~,el -Void = old, void(i) -new _void(i)
,r:~tffement(i) = (lei_void * d_ini(i) * (I" 1/(I + old_void(i»)
o,;niO)·' d)oi(i) - settlement(i)
Else
settlemcnt(i) == 0
Endlf
incr _settlement'" incl"_settleOjent + settlement(i)
Next i
Else
End !f
, end of "if' structure for aile way drainage case
For i ..1 To fit'st_h\cret1l\ll\ts
scttlement.of_layerJni ee scttlcmcllt...;or_tayer_ini + scttlcmentti)
Ncxt i
, changed thickness of layer,
inUayer_thickness = ini_laycr ...thickness - settlement_of_laycr_ini
, ANALYSIS OF ADDED LAYERS
1. Pressure calculation for upward drainage
Determine (he start point ofthe drnfnngc direction in added layers
Ifpeak_prcssure,..pbhlt:> first_incrcmcnts Then
start '" f..!eak_pressure_point
Else
start= first increments
End If _
For i:= start + 1 To increments - 1
If old_yold(i) <> new_voidCi) Then
Ge(i) '" G(neW~effect_stress(i), old_effecLstress(i), old_v()id(i), new_void(i))
Else
Ge(i) '" Ge(i)
End If
pwp_chnnge_tot(l) '" 0
pwp_sum(i) ;= 0
, position ratio of upward drainillg section of added layers
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, which is a ratio relative to the peak pressure point
posn :; (increments - l) I (increments - peak_pressurc_point)
, calculate the pwp for each ADDED increment, for each load application
Forp = i - first_incremeuts T') load_layers
last_timc = (load jayers ,. p) * load step + d_titne
lf1ast time < 0 Then
Exfi" For
81se
End If
new tlrne= last time + time step
old T '" T(Oe(i), new void(i), drainage I top, last time)
l1C\v_T= T(Oe(i), new_void(i), drnilmge_T_top, new_time)
determine chnnge inpwp between last time and this time.and subtract
from the last pwp, fot' each increment, for each loud.
Ifnew_T >= ! And pwp(i, p) <> 0 Then
pwp",cllangcd'" pwp(i, p)
pWp(l, p) = 0
EIsel r new_T >= I And pwp(i, p) = 0 'rllen
pwp_clwl1gcd = 0
pWp(i, p) '" 0
sum the pwp pressures at each increment, to determine the total
pressure of the increment
pwp_surn(i) "pwp_su01(i) + pwp(i, p)
record total change in pressure as an input for the changed soil
parameters, due to changed pwp
pwp_change __tot(i) ""pWp_changc_!ot(i) + pwp_clmnged
Page S
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Ncxt p
r
: changed soil stresses and calc. of settlement of added layers
If pwp_ change __tot(i) > 0 Then
old _effecl_stress(i) '= new _effect_stress(i)
new_effect_strcss(i) = new_effect_stress(i) + pwp_chnnge_tot(i)
old void(i) '" new _void(i)
nc\v void(i) == void(new effect stress(i))
dervo;d = old void(i)'::' new yoid(i)
scttleinent(i) = del_void * d_addcd(i) * (1 - I. I (I + old_void(i»)
d_added(i) '= d_added(i) - settlernent(i)
Else
settlernentfi) '= 0
Endlf
iner_settlement == incr_seUlement + settlemenui)
Nexti
PI' .crements.foad jnyers) " 0
pwp surn(incrcmcnts) = 0
pwp:chang,e_tot(incre"lents) " 0
sctrlementuncrcmen: ..;)= 0
, 2. Pressure calculation for downward drainage of added layers,
Ir paths := 2 Then
If peak_PI"'~!lsur\!_point > first_illcrcmcnts Then
For i== firsUnctements + 1 To pcakpressurcpolnt
IfoJd_void(i) <> new_void(i) Then
Oe(i) == G(new_ effect_stress(I), old_ effect_strcss(i). old_void(i). new _voidei»
Else
GeCi) = Ge(i)
End If
pwp sum(i) = 0
pwp=change_tot(i)= 0
, position ratio of downward draining section of added layers
applies only if peak Is in added layers section of overall layer
, This is controlled by the programme flow
posn =; iI peak_pressure_point
, calculate the PWI> for each increment, for each load application,
For p ee i.first_increments To lo"d~layers
last_time == (load_lnyers - p) >I< load_step + d_time
lflast time -< 0 Then
Exit For
Else
End If
new time '= Inst tlme +time step
oldY =T(Ge05:'new_void(i), drainnge_l_bot, Inst_time)
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new_ T = T{Ue{i), new _void(i), drainage_l~ bot, new,_..tirne)
determine change in pwp between last time and this time" and subtract
from the last pwp, for each increment, for each load
Ifnew_T >'" 1 And pwp(i, p) <> 0 Then
pwp_changed"" pWp(i, p)
pwp(i, p) ""0
Elselfnew_T >==.1And pwP(i, p) "" 0 Then
pwp_changed '" 0
pwp(i, p)"'O
Else
old pwp =ui(pressure(p), posn, old T)
lle\V_PWP '" ui(pressurc(p), posn, new _T)
pwp_changed ""old_pwp - new_pwp
If pwp_changed> pWp(i, p) Theil
pwp(i. p)= 0
pwp_changed ==. pwp(i, p)
mseJfpwp_chungcd> 0 Then
pwp(i:p) = pwp(i, p) - pwp_changcd
Else
pwp(i, p) = pwp(i, p)
pwp_changcd '= 0
End If
End If
sum the pwp pressures at each increment, to determine the total
pressure of the increment
pwp_sllm(i) '" pwp_sunl~i) +pwp(i, p)
record total change in pressure as an input for the changed soil
parameters, due to changed pwp
pwp_chnngc_lot(i) "" pwp_change_tot(i) +pwp_changed
Next p
, changed soil stresses and calc, of settlement of added layers,
lfpwp_change_tot(i) > 0 Then
old effect stress(i) "" new effect stress(i)
ne~v_e~e<:T_stress(i) "",n~\V:_effect_stt'ess(i) + pwp_change_tot(i)
old V'OId(l) '" new V'old(l)
Ile\v yoid(i) =; yoid(new effect stress(i))
del-Yoid =<olttvoid(i) ':-new void(i)
settiemen,t(i) '" del_voi~ '" d_ndded(i) * (1 - 11 (I + old_void(i»)
d_added(l) ee d_added(t) - settlement(i)
Else
settiement(i) ea 0
End If
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incr _settlement = incr_settlement + settlementfi)
Next i
, end of "it" structure for case where no downward drainage in added layersElse
End If
Else
End If
"end of ,'if" structure for one way drainage
For i= first_increments + ITo increments
settlement~of_layer = settlemcnt_oLJayer + settlementfi)
Nexti
, settlement of both initial and added layers
full_settlement = settlement of'jayer + settlemcntof jayer jnl
, revised total layer thickness for next round of calculatlons
ini_lnycr_thickness =0
Far i= ITo first_incremehts
ini_laycr_thickncss = d_ini(i) + ini_luyeUhickness
Next i
thickness .= inUnycr_thickncss
For j = tirst_incrcni,mls + ITo increments
thlckness= thickness + d_udded(i)
Next i
drainage _I_top = thickness I paths
If paths = Z Then
drninageJ_hot = thickness 7 drainage ....l_top
peak_pressurc_point = Fixfincrements I paths)
Else
drainage_l_bot = 0
Ileak_pressure_point = 1
End If
, CONTROL FOR. DlSPLA Y OF R8SULTS
display _test =rell1t1in(time_loop, display)
If'dlsplay test = 0 Then
Worksheets("sheet l_continllollS").Select
For i'"1To increments
ActiveSheet.[flS].Cells(i,2 * k - 3).Select
With ActiveCell
.Value= AIlP!ication.Rountl(pwp_sum(i), 3)
.NumberForrnnt = 11#0.000"
.ColttmnWidth = 12
.Font.Size= 10
.Font.Name = "Times New Roman"
.Bordel~(xIRight).LineStyle == xlblone
With .B()rderstxiRight)
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•Weight = xlMedium
.Colorlndex = xlAutomat;c
End With
.Borders(xlTop).LineStyle '" xlNon!!
.13otdel's(xlBottom).LineStyle = xlNone
.BorderAround LineStyle:=;dNone
End With
Next i
thickness ==0
For i'"1 To first_increments
thickness == thickness + d_ini(i)
ActiveSheet.lcI5J.Cells(i,2>1< k- 3).Select
With ActiveCell
.Value '" thickness
.Numberf'ormat= "fiO.OOO"
.Colurnn'Width.> 12
.Font.Slzc= 10
.Font.Narne= "Times New Roman"
End With
Next i
For i'"I1rst_incrcl11cnts + ITo increments
thickness= thickness + d_uddcd(i)
J\ctiveSheet.(e15J.Cclls(i,2" k - 3).sclect
With ActiveCelt
.Value '" thickness
.Numberf'ormat -= "/10.000"
.ColuOlnWidth'" 12
. .Font.Size = 10
.Font.Namc = "Times New Roman"
End With
Next i
tot_applied_thickness == applied_thickness * (Int(time_loop lload_step) + 1)
ActiveSheet.[(8).Cells(I.2o. k + Ij.Select
With Activt/CeH
.Value =Citime_loop
.Numberf'ormat == "#0"
.HorlzontalAlignrnent = xlCenter
.Bordcrsfxl'Topj.LincStyle =- xlNotic
With .Borders(xITop)
.Weight == xlMedium
.Colorlndex == xlAutomatic
End With
.l3orders(xIBottolll).LineStyle =xlNone
.Borders(xIRight).LineStyle = xlNone
.Borders(xILeft).LineStyle:= xlNone
.Borderaround LineStyle:==xINone
End With
ActiveSheet.[b8].Cells(1,2 * k + 1).Select
With ActiveCell
.Value <= "days"
.Borders(xIRight).LineStyle = xl None
With .l3orders(xIRight)
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.Weight =xllvledium
.Colcrlndcx = xlAu!omatic
End With
.Borders(xITop).LillcStyle '" xlblone
With .Borders(xITop)
.Weight == xlMediurn
.Colorlndex '" xIAutornatic
End With
.Borders(xlBottom).LineStylc = xlNone
.Borders(xILeft).LineStyle = xlNone
.Bordcrxrourrd LineStyle:,,:xINone
End With
ActiveShect.(a9J.Cells(I,:2 * k + 1).Select
With ActiveCell
.Value =. full settlement
.Numberf'oniiat '" "110.000"
.HorizonlaIAlignmcr:t'" xlCenter
End With
ActiveSheet.[b91.Cells(l, 2 .. k + 1).Select
With ActiveCell
.Value=- "01"
.13onlcrs(xlRight).LincS!yle =xll-lonc
With .Bordcrsfxlklght)
.Weight = xlMcdj"m
.Colorludex '" xlAutomatic
End With
.Borders(xITop).LineStylc = xlNonc
.Botders(xIBottom).LineStylc = xlblone
.Borderslxll.cftj.Lincbtyle = xlblone
.BorderAround.Linedtylci=xlblonc
End With
Actlvesheet.]» JOj.CclJs(l, 2" k + 1).Select
With A-;tivcCell
.Value = Ont(tlmeJoop fload_step) + \) >I' pressurefl)
.Nnmbcrf'omiat= "110.00"
.Horlzontala.lignment =: xlCenter
EndWith .
ActiveSheet.[b IOJ.CeUs(l,2 .. k + I).Select
With ActiVeCell
.Value= "kl'a"
.Borders(xlRight).LineStyle ;= xlNone
With .Borders(xIRight)
•Weight= xlMediuln
.Colorlndex= xlAlltOt11atic
End With
.Borders(xlTop).LineStyle = xlNoJle
.Borders(xlBottom).LineStyle '" xlNone
.Borders(xILeft).LineStyle =; xlNonc
.BorderArQundLineStyte:"'xINone
End With
AcHve~heet.[~ll].Cells(l. 2'" k+ 1).Select
WIth ActlveCell
.Value == tot_app!ied thickness
.NUI\lberFormat =; "110.000"
.HorizontaIAlignment:= xlCenter
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End With
ActiveShcet.[bll].Cells(I,2 '" k + 1).Select
With ActiveCcll
.Value="m"
,13orders(xIRight).LineStyle = xlNone
With .Borders(xIRight)
.Weight == xllvledlum
.Colorlndex == xlAutomatk:
End With
.Borclers(r.lTop).LineSty]e = xlNone
.Botdecs(xlBottom).LineStyle := xlNone
.Bolrders(xILeft).LineStyle:= xlNone
.B11I..1erAround LineStyle;==xINone
End With
ActiveSheet.[a!2J.CeHs(I.2'" k + 1).sp.j(,I'
With Ac:,veCeil
.Valuc "" thickness
.Numbl;tFormllt == "#0.000"
.Hor.iz,>"taIAlignment = xlCe;lter
End \I/i.h
ActiveSheet.[b12].Cells(I,2" k+ 1).Select
With"AcliveCell
.Valuc « "m"
JlC1rder~(:.;IRight).LincStylc ==xlNonc
With .Bordersfxlklght)
.Wclght > xlMedium
.Colorlndex =< xlAu!omatic
EndWHh
.Borders(xITop).LincStylc = xll-lonc
.Borders(x!Bottom).LincStyle := xINonc
.Bordcrs(xlLeft).LineStyle = xlNone
.BorderAround Lit,eStyle:-=xlNone
End With
ActiveShcet.(e13J.Cells(I,2" lc - 3).Sclect,
With ActiveCell "
.Value= "Depth from base up"
.Font.Name = "Times New Roman"
.Font.Slze .. 10
.ColurnnWidth"" 10
.lnterior .Cclorlndex -= 19
.Horizontalalignrnent ee .xICcnter
.VerticalAlignment '" xlCenter
.Wrap'Iext= True
.Orlentation '" xlllorlzontal
.Borders(xILeft):i..ineStYle '" xINone
With .Bordel's(xILeft)
.Weight =' xlMedturn
.Colorlndex '" xlAutomatic
End With
.13orders(xlTop).LineStyle '" xlNone
With .Borders(xITop)
.Weight = xlMedium
.Colorlndex = xlAutomatic
End With
,Borders(xIBottoll1).LlneStyle = xlNone
.Borders(xIRight).LineStyle == xlNone
.BorderAround LineStyle;=xINone
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End With
ActiveSheet.[e 14J.Cells( 1,2 * k - 3).Sclect
With ActivcCell
.Value="m"
.Font.Name= "Times New Roman"
.Font.Slze= 10
.lnterlor.Colorlndex = 19
.Column'Width= to
.Horlzontalallgnment = xlCenter
.Verticalalignment = xlBoltom
.Wrap'Text= False
.Orientatlon :=xll-lorizontal
,BQrclers(xILeft),LineStyle = xlNone
With .Bordersfxll.eft)
,Weight:= XIMedIum
.Colorlnde '" xlAutomatic
End With
.Bordersfxlllottomj.Linedtyle > xlNonc
With .Borders(xtBottom)
.Weight = xlMediUll'l
.Colorlndex == xlxutomntlc
End With
.Bordcrslxl'Topj.LineStyle '" xlNone
.13oracrs(xIRight).LincStylc == xlNonc
.BorderAroulld LincSlylc:=xINoll(!
ElldWith
ActjYcShcet.[fl3j.Cclls(I.2 * k - 3).Sclcct
With ActiveCl)1l
.Valuc > "u"
.Font.Bold :=True
.Font.ltallc '" True
.Fout.Namc = "Times New ROm(IIl"
.Font.Size = 14
.Interlor.Colorlndex> 19
.Columnwidth = 12
.HotizonlnlAlignl11ent = xlcenter
.VerticnIAlignlllcnt'" xlCenter
.Wrap'Text '" False
.Orlentatlon = xlHorizonlal
,Borders(xIRight).LineStylc = xlNone
With .Borders(xIRight)
.Weight = xlMediul11
.Colorlndex 0: xlAulol11ntic
End With
.13orders(xlTop).LineStyle ""xlNone
With .Bordersfxl'I'op)
.Weight ee xllvledium
.Colorlndex "'·xIAutomntic
End With
.Borders(xIBottom).LineStyle'" xlNone
.Borders(xlLeft).LineStyle = xlNone
.BorderArollnd LineStyle:"'xlNolle
End With
ActiveSheet.[fl41.Cells(I,211< k ~3).Seteet
With Actlvecell
.Value ~ "kPIl"
.Font.N.nme '" "Times New Roman"
.Font.Slze'" 10
.1nteriol'.Colorlndex '" 19
,ColunlllWldth'= 10
.HorlzonfnlAHgnment =xtcenrer
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.Vertical, :jgnmcnt >= xlDottom
.WrapTex' -" false
.Orientati ill '" xlHol'izontal
.Borders .xIRight).LincStyle '" xlNone
With .Borders(xIRight)
•Weight « xlMedium
.Colorlndex = xlAutol11atic
End.Wilh
.Borders(xlBottom).LineStyle '" xlNone
With .Borders(xlBottom)
.Weight '" xlM"diutn
.Colorlndex '-'-xlAutomntic
End With
.Borders(xlTop).Line$tyle =: xlNone
.Borders(xILeft).LincStyle = xlNone
.Border Around LincStyle:=xINone
End With
k=k+1
Else
Endlf
Next time_loop
End Sub
Functicn ui(presslIl'e, posn, T)
Dim ui incr As Singh!
Dim l11AS Single
Dim" As Integer
k= 0: ui;= 0
Do
m'" O.S .,.(2217)" (2 '" k + I)
lIi incr= 2 * pressure I rn 01< Sin(m .,.posn) .. Exp(-(m "2 .,.T»
tli"? til + IIi lacr
k"'k+ t -
If k >= 200 Then
ExilDo
Else
End If
Loop Until Abs(uUncr) <=: pressure II 000 And remain(k, to) = 0
End Function
Function v"l-i(new_stress)
Dim a As bauble
If new stress <= 1 Then
votd "" Worksheets("sheet4").(d8].VaI1l<'
Else
u= 0.43429448 * Log(new stress)
void"'b*nI\2+c*f\+d~
End If
Hnd Function
Function G(new~stress, old_stre$s. oldvoid, new_void)
Dill1 a As Double
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Dim Mv iAs Double
Dim perm As Double
a == 0.4342!M'lh * Log(new _stress)
perm = 10 " (0;) '" a " 2 + f" a + h)
Mv.) = «new_stress· old_stress) I (o!d_void ~new_void»)
0'" perm * Mv_i 19.tH I (I + old_vOid) + 3600 '" 24
End Function
Function TCO, void_ratio, dralnage }, time)
T = 0 * (l + void_ratio) "2 * time I drainage_l" 2
End FUnction
Function remain/nurnber, division)
Dim a_number As Single
Dim b_number As Single
a number =" number I division
bnumbcr= lnt(number I division)
rei\1ain =: a_number· b_numbcr
End Function
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APPENDIXC
Curve Fitting Procedure:
Procedure to Create Charts With Curve Fitting to Data
In Excel, a function exists to create charts by way of a number of shortcut key strokes.
This is done by the use of the "Chart Wizard II button on the default menu of Excel, .
Using the "Property Graphs" sheet, carry out the following actions:
1) Click on the Chart wizard button, and holding the left mouse button down, create
a window on the sheet where the chart is to be placed.
2) A dialogue box appears asking for the data range, With the mouse pointer, go to
~he "Jab inpllt" sheet (click) and go to the first cell of the X~l'ange, click left
button of mouse and keeping it down go to the bottom of the X-range. Then
depress the Ctrl key and go to the top of the Y range with the mouse pointer,
click left button and keeping it down go to the bottom. of the Yrange, Then click
011 the NExt button of the dialogue box.
3) Next dialogue box, clickon XY (Scatter) box, and then NEXT button,
4) Next dialogue box, click on the No 2 box, and then NEXT button.
5) Next dialogue box, click on the upper arrow of "Use First Column(s) for X
Data", to change the counter in the box to one. The second box is relevant if the
Xsrange and Ysrange selected includes titles for the data. This Carl be displayed
on the graph. Click on NBXT button.
6) The next dialogue box is self explanatory; the purpose. of which i& to give titles to
the a.X\;!S and chart. Click on FINISH button.
The chart is now complete.
The next step is to get Excel to do a linear regression analysis on the graph. These steps
are:
1) DOUble click the mouse left button with pointerinside the plot area.
2) Click with right button of mouse with pointer on the data line of the graph. A
menu appears, and one needs to select "Insert Trendline"; click once on left
mouse button.
3) A dialogue box comes up, where one can select the type of trend line to be fitted
to the data (usually polynomial of order 2 works well). Click on "Options" label
of dialogue box, and click on the lowest two bOXeS, to activate "Display
Equations on Chart" and "Display Rssquared Valve on Chart", Click on OK
button.
The regression equation is displayed on the graph, with its correlation. This equation
now needs to be manually copied to the relevant cells in the "Soil Properties II sheet of
the spreadsheet. If'the correlation coefficient is low, steps 2 and 3 can be repeated with a
different type oftrcndline unti! the correlation is acceptable.
APPENDIXD
Pore Pressure Profiles for:
Copper
Gold- fine
Gold - coarse
Bauxite
Coal
Manganese
Acid Mine Drainage Sludge
11 pages
5 pages
6 pages
7 pages
5 pages
6 pages
6 pages
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APPENDIXE
Sample printout from Program
Cappt:r9 )mp3 \\itjh sircSs &. sllpematanl
5,052 In
309.22 4(,095 kP.
180~0
16610
II
Effect',,!! (h:pllrIrolTf
II
SlrI!J:\' hliSI!Up
t.l29 1091 12.012 1,072 1.J.2j~
lAS) 11,77~ 1,013.1 17 O~2 1·\0(; 17.121
18)? ISA·IS 1776 20,)19 l.142 2),7'l2
2196 17.~80 2120 22.811 2078 27.7·12
255(1 20.242 2AM 21.37) 2·114 32 ..174
:!:.917 2l.1J~ 1.809 31856 2,751 37,679
3280 23.9> ; J 1.1.1 34306 ),089 41.000
3MJ 2S.1i) ),502 36 ~86 3'.0127 4S2l1
" Oil 26904 3.B·'9 40 I'll 3:766 4&1S8
4)~1 27.705 " l'IB "2.953 4,105 $2.8·11
" 756 21,8·(6 " .148 45507 4+1$ 56.623
.I,m 27,051) " 8')9 47.111 4781, 5~.7!4
.1,510 2l1,07-1 s zs: SO.~2\) H21 1M3?
"Olt-n ',R')l 2·1812 .I (001 S2Jlk HI,? Gr,,?16
·DS'! .. (127i, 22717 .I 'IlK .I4.1KK HI! 70211
4In"" (diM 2111)12 6J'" .IS .188 (, '56 7;280
"?S"i, 7.o,(. 17.565 46'0 5(,.78j (,SM 7(;2)·1
lUW!" '1m '.1,02.1 7.01K 5HII Gs·ll 789'11
5~;"jJ 7H;S 11,911-1 7,)88 58177 7,1')0 81 all
5SUn" R 2(1! 7,935 1.7·'1) .18001 H17 84.1112
8677 " sol 8 III .17.566 7.HH" 86AH
9,10(, 13.1(, B 474 57.Vl~ 1r 2;)~ 88.536
95·16 0.000 aU') 55.912 85S! 90.30)
9,2(j6 53.sn K ')32 9HI2
9.513 52.0ll 9.211.1 92.515
?9,1) 511.280 9.(,).1 9MI6
10,113 ,17.990 9981 9·',202
1068S 41)')J 1<)).10 93.371
II 059 41.56-1 IO.MS 9l.m
Ii 4ll 39.955 Il.QlC 9).sn
II all 3G.1·12 11.407 ~3.117
121?! lZ ..19.' 11.164 9IAG~
12..111 21).)07 \2.U2 90.001
12.955 2662\) 12ASI 8s4vS
1).3.10 2.}.SS1 12.84) 86311
137!9 20.'1:1 (l.20! 8~.12S
1·1.121 /7.417 IHM 81.662
14.S18. I·I.IGB 1~.927 ''19.270
1~.919 11.1·1.1 14.l91 76.456
IS.3H 7.9U I46SS 73.277
15.744 4.628 15.021 70.474
16,(10 o.ns 1$,388 67.272
IMI() 0.000 15.755 63.768
16.124 59.727
16.493 56.339
16,864 53.415
17.236 .lO.W
17.609 46.491
17.!lS3 42.64·1
18.359 39.097
18.736 3S.m
19.115 32.239
19..196 29.280
19.880 26.427
lO.2UG 23.323
~M5~ 19.648
21.047 l'.tl!l
21AH 14.396
21.846 10.987
22.m 'MS3
22,6G8 4.m
2M'll 0.690
23.535 0.000
Fitst relntlouship
Copper 9 Jmpa v.itjh !treu &. $Upemill,lil1
ECrl!l!li\'e
Stress
l200 dnys 1500 days 18UO days 2100 day'
I, 984 II. 9.003 III 11.012 m DIU-! In
6l~.O.~ ~PiI 163.21 kP.1 9.4.34 kP. 106547 ll'a
35.6-10 m 4HIO m 53.240 m 62040 n
3r!4D2 m 37.m m 43.95·' nI so ()S2 "
I)ept/,/Mnt
II "!1m/.-. Depth Irom II Effective ()''P,I'frmn Effectll'e. Depth from Effecthe
blJ.'I.'e"I' S(res!!' base up Stress lUll'': lip II SIft!J.S base up I. Stress
m U'J kr. m kPa kP" III kP. kP. m kP. kP.
5 0.365 7.933 532,328 0.362 11.717 b3lA82 0.360 IU05 708,862 Ol58 19.550 775.719
2 0.717 8.114 548.911 0.711 13.173 675.273 0.706 15446 804 Ill, 07(12 20200 930.158
I 1.05<) 17.469 533.097 1.048 19.051 661.878 1.041 17.457 795.279 1035 18.696 92.f.S",:!
·1 1.38$ 21.077 523.331 1375 1-1.630 651.134 1.365 27.114 779.8!3 1)56 27.530 910 227
? 1.719 27.715 508 069 1,702 )10)9 636.103 1.689 33.25'.: 765 06·1 1618 33.158 R')5977
I 2.050 21),81)7 --I1)9.2u5 2029 32"'72 6180·10 2 all :13.355 7S811)$ 20U\) 36961 885496
I 2)81 )6373 485.609 2_357' 40.263 61l.085 2338 43300 7·11215 2322 47.293 868 Ol6
8 2.713 JUS3 471 500 2685 46818 599.555 2663 50.110 727..132 26iS 52_11l2 856197
I! 3.0.1$ .16.~3! 461.96) 3.013 51414 :iS8.125 BRS jU6~ 71644'1 2968 576n 84)$67
2 3.318 51020 4196112 3.J.l2 55.715 5·/6261 3.)1.1 .19,141 701M3 321)1 ~3 S~6 830119
7 3.711 55.578 438.100 3.611 60.669 .14-1351 l.MO G6.087 6'10.101 H14 711.t17 $16.148
~I 40·IS 5').7.11 421.01)1 4001! (J(i.53t, 551633 396(> n9t~1 676Al-1 3 'llK 77.6(06 802 J68
71 4.37') (51).1) 414.8·15 030 72 41)11 Sl~ 72(, 42,») n61) GIoDn .. 2f,2 SI.355 1888l.
I nil G').02! 411·1.0115 4(iW 7(dMa 52101iU, .. 61~) C3.41~ 6UDt -'·S86 YoI) 21)0 777,OS6
(, 5.0,18 73 ')11 31)2161 ·19'11 8215S 511260 -If).H. 90 l7l tJ]M ll~ 41JI0 910 75) 76H>l3
7 .SJ81 780(01 3816(1'1 5322 87.1')7 S(lJ81] S ~7·1 9·1 KH ('21,U~ s 2lS 1021(,] 750817
5 .snll 82;(H~ 37078'1 5653 ?J 7(,,1 ·W.!4H 5601 limnl 61~ ~tI .s $MJ iCl7.S(,7 738276
I (HUh IU,1~2 ;15'1."'7 5 ?R5 9(, liM 4kt U11J $1)2'1 11)·1.110 (I(I) ll~;J SK~5 11.1,71li 726 SOl
II {,.)I)3 ')O.::!lIO )·18950 6317 Itll131 4f1?,412 (125:4 11lI.J.lO SlJl 1111 G21f1 Il'):!61 71)2)6
2 (,.7.11 ?J.7H7 ))8S0R (i6-l1) tus 6~'! ;157.1).~11 (, SU(, 116212 l'1K.5t.!! (,5.1(, 125_211 700 341
J 7.0M 98.150 l27)78 Ii 1)8.1 ImKn~ 416 [Hi (jlllS l!lnc. 5M ,~.,! (, Nfl:! 1)1.1"" G1t720!
tl 1.407 1010132 317..110 7315 us 117 .115 ()3S 7,,:MIi 126 .. 03 5$.1. 'til 11~~ l)(.$Ul 675 ~19
7 7.74(, 103 171 3116.S.)1 7M" lI??1I 42JA1H 7,57S III 27') .5·11218 1SIS IU6]G M26~1
2 B.OS" llJX fill 21Jb.'J;J 798.1 J,1·U)b:! ·IIH51 790$ 1)1.~J7 5304.10 , 8·11 '·ISUa GSO01l
5 8.417 112022 2li6.2xt 8318 Il~OJI ·11)1281 8!J$ t,I~.l(JO 5186(11) s u» 15.1 IlK 6l7ASI
G R.7IJS nUll 217.0:11 8653 In·ISS 3')O~71~ 8.~MI 14(,98') 5117.337 R ~1)6 IS'J.7.21 62540S
2 9.109 117.903 267.OJ.U, K 988 ill •.68) J1~.630 fl,g,),,' 15~,!",' .1"5.'70 8 824 I('S ,07 IJI2.SS1
I 9.4SI 120·195 257.7011 9.325 HCU~') JCJ')J71) ') 22') IS67uG 48) 91·1 9l~Z 1711.702 6(10740
7 9.71)., nr-ut 2.(7.933 1)(,61 HI3n 35827S 9.560 1617·1.1 4721)7~ i)'JNU mADS 588207
2 10.138 l2S.20) 2)9.6'10 9.998 147.575 348618 9.893 n,s 372 .IM_1l7", 9SO'J 180.125 577.418
7 10..rK~ 121.319 ,2;)0.872 10.335 151.074 llR-fI(, 10.225 In 105 4505'1 In 1)8 18(,.485 564 915
9 10.827 121)J8.1 222,115 IU673 I s.l.4 IS nK)63 lO.$S? 174(031 4.l1).~I)g III J(la 1?1719 S.52'H5
7 n.pz 130.951 213.526 11.012 157.758 3IB.OH 10892 179. WI 4l1.~J'! 1\)71)7 197,096 540 G)5
6 11.518 1318'13 20G.3 IS 11.351 1(·0.3 I? )09.19' 11226 182.7011 4179·1') !I 1'27 20lANS 529963
8 11.865 1n.90,) 198.507 116'10 163.1811 21)9.S4:!. 11.560 18086G 407.00) II ~~K 21)6665 517.916
') 12213 133.180 1')0.856 12031 16S.765 2'10.173 11.8?5 190.698 3%395 It 78'1 211..119 506 ~.68
I 12.5(11 13,1,220 IKl.657 12.)71 167.917 281312 12130 1'14IB& 386187 11'I~O 21l.735 495.419
2 12.910 134.393 176.861 12.712 169.936 271..62.1 12.566 InA1? 376.:m 11.451 220130 4H369
3 13.260 134.296 170.3M7 13.054 171.771 2M,206 l:t9U2 200.8'15 366.211 12m 224.6-12 473.2l0
9 Il.610 IH,241 16).658 1).397 17l.51B l55,66·1 132)9. 20J915 Z:i$.'Qj u.us 22U.G10 4G2.4a9
8 13.961 133.588 157.477 Il.740 175.007 2.(7.336 13.576 207,011 '4H16 13m 232872 451.436
2 1·1.313 132.440 152.266 14.08) 175.770 240.257 1).913 209,091 3)8.061 13781 236.08) 411.852
7 14.666 131.507 (.16.324 1-1.427 1'16.821 m.311 14 ZSl 211.912 nB.)41 14.11·1 240.341 430,i30
5 15.01Q 130.m 141.0l5 lUll 177.555 224.967 14.590 214.252 319A21 14.448 243.817 420.639
9 15.373 128.416 136.050 15.117 177.887 217.873 14929 216.264 310.62) IUM! 247.276 410396
I 15.728 125.884 132.152 ISA62 177.471 211.866 15.2G8 217.551 30:t9J\1 15.IIT 249.80, 401..167
6 16.083 124.173 1:Z7~026 15.809 177.ti46 20U36 15608 219.421 29UI3 IsA;2 253.065 391.35~
:1. 1~439 122.200 122.609 16.156 I 77.68l ·~B.418 15.9~9 221.05j 286.168 15.1$$ 255.968 38~OS7
I 16.796 119.9·11 117.853 16.503 117.3% )1.722 IG.~89 222.4U 277.820 16.124 258.823 372.206
~: 17.153 116.973 114.4·15 16.851 176.304 186.427 16.631 223.024 270m 16.,0 240.759 363.901
6 17.511 113.991 110.714 17.200 17;.309 180.679 16.97l 22l.899 263.209 16797 26~.176 354.722
2 17.849 111.025 107.085 17.54~ 174.131 115.7,57 11.315 214.410 256.107 11.134 265.169 346.140
5 18.229 107.902 103.416 17.899 171.657 169.976 17.658 22UI4 249.Q.lS 17.471 266.889 337.656
3 18.589 104.090 100.818 18.2·19 170.28<) 165.925 18.001 224.012 243.339 17.809 2G7.995 3l0.l29
3 18.949 100,827 97.372 18.600 168.5n 100.91.1 13,)·15 224.120 236.508 18117 269.5·10 321.857
I 19.310 9MI4 93.766 18.951 166.805 156.0·18 IH89 224.190 229.761 IS 486 271,021 313.115
4 19.672 94.144 90,752 19.303 164.414 151.775 19.03·1 223.547 223.776 18.826 271.957 306.129
2 20.035 90.0n 88,422 19.656 t61.6~? 1.18.126 19.319 222.464 21M22 19.165 272.4)5 299.235
I 20.398 86.790 SUS7 20.009 159.391 143.317 19.725 221.863 212.\105 19.105 273.441 291.224
6 20.762 83 ..18$ st.rss 20.362 157.026 13?O40 20.071 221.101 296.1Q.l 19.846 27·.053 2S3.m
I 21.127 79.489 79.1)59 20.116 153.973 135.838 20AIS 219.558 201.3&1 20.187 274.043 277.673
0 21.492 74.661 77.179 21.071 149.905 133.262 20.765 217.315 196.932 20,528 273.51l 271.563
2 21.858 70.811 7·1.342 21.425 146,621 129.825 21.112 215.529 192.083 20870 27l.296 265.08~
2 22:225 6'1.742 10.799 21.781 1·1.t.20~ I2S.MO 21.460 214.177 186.791 21.212 113.3S7 258.337
0 2i.M 61123 67.701 22.137 140.623 122m 21.B08 212026 )82.168 21554 272.714 252.257
kPa
428,52
·115.75
40·115
395.18
37?81
361J.2.'i
3i1.25
)·1520
llSOI
321H
3127(,
3018,'
21JU2
281.17
:!70ll
2W(,2
2l1l.IS
2·ltI.51
2.11,-8rl
22120
211 (I
;20~,5·1
19M7
IH55
17S.1I9
16827
160.41
1S2.48
W.Oimm
J32~;!1)
12555
119.).1
114.6G
109.34
IOll2
99.·"
95.05
90.98
8(',57
82.55
7').1I
15.32
71.86
68.57
66.25
62.80
59.29
55.46
52.87
50.0)
46.91
43.54
·1D.56
36.82
33.QG
1.9AS
26.69
22.32
18.28
15.45
n.n
6.81
5.89
0.00
~2.96\
23.311
23.702
2~ 074
2H{]
2·U~O
15.196
25.57)
25.952
2&.338
26718
21.121
2751&
27.910
2B.307
28.709
29.118
2<J..535
29.962
lOA02
60 269
57.1010
5).)%
49,,88
41518
40.519
39.291
35.488
JI.s70
30616
27.171
nal7
2001(»
16477
1).773
lI.m
8.016
·1.754
0.669
0.000
.65.258
H616
5l...B(13
sl,on
5USl
5177(,
46413
43.754
41.039
2U79
25.:120
21899
18.719
2l.9JO
18902
I{.975
11.58.1
8.185
1
S 863
0.000
U4?)
22851)
n20~
21566
23.92·1
2·t.2IU
2·1.6,'2
25.1)02
25.)63
25.n6
26.090
26.455
26.821
21.18·1
27.548
27.91)
28.218
28.644
21)'(Jl2
29.380
29.748
30.118
30489
)0.860
ar.m
31.6117
ll9U
J~,)(IO
n.7J9
n.115
jl.511
).l_1I07
J·I 30~
't"L6fJC,
J5..U'.l.l
35.·1'11
3.191)1
3(,)17
3(>74J
371Rl
1)6.90 I
1)).777
130.189
12.lt.JS~
122080
118201
IIU)6
110201
106.177
105.911
102.153
9n61
9).102
85.99)
l12.395
18.329
'4A28
71A·19
67.689
63.l00
59.67~
5(1,230
51.NU
·1~.15l
4: 0·11
4153(,
)$.132
3l6?J
31621
119«7
26,~1{1
2).011
llJ65.l
16.702
1'.3H7
.1.')11
.,252
.) 052
Ol,S"
Qt1i;tl
119.?·1~
116273
1J;I.l61
IIO.m
lOS IH
105.478
to2,2S6
100.)83
97.747
84.816
81.678
78.832
76.805
H761
81.560
7?P3
76.472
n.B~·1
10.013
67.84'1
64.916
61.763
59759
;6701
5).2-11
50.297
47.075
44.134
40.675
2'1J7')
25.723
1247Q
I'U)I
22.207
1')012
IS.77l
12.071)
SJlll)
5.~1~
0.0011
22157
21507
22,657
23.207
2) 557
2)908
24,260
2HII
24%3
25.3J5
25.672
26.01S'
26.383
26738
27,M2
11.447
27.a03
28159
28S15
'28,872
2i):::!.!9
29 S~Sci
2\l9H
3030)
3066(
31.021,)
31380
31140
32100
J~46·1
Jl428
3).19l
33 SSH
33921
.)42H5
346;0
)5 01(,
35 )82
)57·la
31dl6
Jb 4S4
36 85~
37220\-
37.59;
J<%S
3S 341
)3.1Ii
3909')
J9,·Ul1
J9 BuS
40256
40649
410·15
4144G
41853
.t!_2S5
,(2664
43.032
43514
43.954
209.477
201.346
21H.625
201.%0
I~S.551
1')5410
191.90)
la?128
185.533
137.024
133.720
17'J.982
175.681
'161.497
16-1.060
160.025
155.728
152.282
I~S.4)5
1~4.010
140.046
136.0·18
131.557
~:n.2l9
1:·3.08(.
113.692
lIun
110614
105.092
1Mla,
101 Jil7
971K2
tJ,l.t61
8S71~
81916
7a WI
7·141-1
(1).lNS
66.2'1
63180
.9.(;11)
5J 421
5108')
4M7J
4JK~'1
·101115
37.a7')
36.3))
32.2111
~'I.I08
25.631
214'15
2tL2tnt
16~01
I!.OU
IQ.797
7.1096
4907
1.697
0.000
173521
11.1 S~{)
170.0t.!
I~S.?19
16! 7MO
159.401
\5U47
IS? 571
1~9A67
1)-1915
1)1.2(,5
128.m
125.98)
134.)83
131.021)
128.609
.26326
123,167
120.410
!lU73
115.6"
11MB?
111.198
10nSl
106.334
louoa
10l.S1~
9'»)·IU
9slla
36MI)
Bil5K
19.574
76 B7S
81)15
%15'18
78 (,Il
760Ub
7~UIjI)
,;",1,211}
mw~
(.1110K
6-!AW
6IIJ~J
S(d)l6
5·1561
51.740
4i.JS2
)5816
3.) ..$10
2,1>,\181,
2{i.71)O
21.)7
IR.90a
15.9)5
12.m
!SoH
11.5)6
B.05!
4.812
0.000
Zlsn
l.11·1,
22 SM5
~292?
23273
2HIS
2':96.1
2~ 310
2~ 656
2~,OOJ
25)52
25700
26049
26.397
26746
27.095
11.44.1
277n
28.143
28493
2SH~
2i),l9.5
1'1546
2<]897
ao 2,11)
)01>01
)09;)
31 )06
3165')
)lOIl
nJ(,1)
3211,)
3.1a~1
3).4J5
)J 1'J~
3~ W.
3~ 501
~4 gn
l~ l14
l~ 17U
~5?!1
3.2M3
3664l
370UI
)7 lOU
37.71']
3~07S
38410
rs SOl
391M
39530
n8?~
4!):!60
40b:!5
~O.9?!
41)57
ott,?22
42.0S9
4H56
.tL8:!l
4>.\91
43.5(11
.1}.93 1
44.302
44.61$
4S.<N?
450424
45.306
46.139
~6.S15
4(..964
41.356
47.751
~S.ISI
48 S5S
48911
4~.393
4').aI0
50.242
~O.GS2
271669
270.995
2(19,821
2Mt6D
2{,6617
2MMO
26)537
2(,1.272
2~8.8~5
262073
260071
257.255
253.91'
245.6i.'U
24) 15$
])?8S4
236.298
2ll.539
230333
226353
211J!09
219.218
215301
211.145
207057
2u)010
19')169
1'.(';.I2R
I?Q 053
IR9,;.15
1&6.5112
182,4~J
11s 211
IW.l,72
1M S)B
!(,!.3MI
li7"'1)
IS21s7
I-1N.01t
1·11180
138 Rn
1).1..19U
lJO 77U
126..1·18
121.75)
117.5)1
lllR{,!)
1I1.J6)
IOK.7IK
10·1 ua
1)1),Ma
%.}81
1J2l!t
87.923
8MH
77MI
7).3n
10,l1.!
M.1lS
M.SS)
51.441
54.211
50.692
47.37Q
.14.)1$
10234
)7.6l!
;;6.Q14
n.8l?
29.423
2i.1Jg
22.832
19.056
15.376
12.996
9.(i.l7
S..l~!
4.650
1678
0.000
1~7.123
2~0.961
23.16.1'
230.114
225.0153
220.695
215.)49
211.210
207.010
19G636
ISS,6SS
ISl.77J
178.J~J
IS6.916
182.710
179.522
176.531
172.633
169.300
16b.705
16).73i
160.711
IS8.2W
155.520
153,114
150.119
1.\7.9[9
liH02
Iii 130
131.l~';"
ll79H
125.157
I:!1.S7J
III IS"
12g.76)
12ii.JJ5
{2,f.219
t22sn
110 I')')
117.5(,)
116.579
m.12?
111516
109.14)
107.414
10l.97J
102,160
S".618
87.703
85.611
83.519
80.1))
77,6!>O
7s.l96
11.976
78.957
76.12J
7J..I1l3
71.167
69.209
66.828
61,569
60.577
57.m
53.973
51.382
47.530
3G.265
12.863
29.622
26.635
22.S93
20.106
16.658
12.'m
9.517
7.237
8.361
4.771
0.000
Copper 9 Jmp:\ ",iljh slre.S & Stlfll!m;ll;\nl
2401) d"}$ 270" days 3000 d,l}S 3300 dJ)'
15116 m 17.333 m 19.480 m 21657 111
1116.60 U'a 1367.73 ~r, 151886 kP, 1669.99 kP.,
70.8·10 m 79.6·10 m 88.4·10 In 97.1~0 In
57.370 m 6~.O$4 m 70.706 m 77330 m
lJ,:plIsfmm
II
Elft:('·lil'l! Depth Item
1/
Errecti\'~ 'h'plll/mln
II
Effer:r[l't! Depthfrcm
1/
Eerective
bll.'it!up ..\'lff:j·S base up Stress bust:tI{f Stress base up SiteS!
m kr. kP. m kP, kP" m kP, lp, m kPa kP.
0.;57 24.701 822.581) 0.357 18.307 857.831 0.356 29,0)5 870.177 0.356 2B4H 870.719
0.699 :!L516 1057.0H 0697 28.255 1180,520 0.695 26AU 1309.490 0694 37.809 1~2H77
1.030 20.690 1053250 1.026 25.137 1178.556 ),022 26T10 1306.937 1.020 nOlj 14)1.446
1.3·19 29.08.1 IOlBI)n 1.34) 32.104 1166.2)0 13J9 36712 1291630 1.335 lUll 1420938
Hi6!} '.1.560 10.24.91)0 1.661 n91S 115~ 912 1655 3H3S J2S-U-l.J 16.10 ·10518 J.J08.969
1.989 40.saI 11l12.:NO 1'!80 4~603 113R.545 1.972 .15l0r. 1267.8~(1 1.965 47·161 13955H
2,301) 49.91)0 995758 2;298 51.4·18 112{S76 2;289 5193J ItRI07 2.281 55203 uao 647
26)0 H6US 98·1192 :Hd7 57.%9 II 11109 2.60(, 61_322 tn7.770 2.5?7 61437 13.5.465
2951 620!H 969 a53 2,1)36 ~7.52l 11l9·1690 2.92., 70560 1221.6~a 2.91> 7)70; 134833l
3272 67.762 956601 US5 7IAlK JOHl.IHl 1.241 74506 12101.11 3.119 7aG97 Illl.)l3
35'Il 75.674 911.712 J57j 7').51)8 I068,O!ll J.5l9 nll6 11')41(,1 3.l41, Hc'i.6S.J mO.Sl6
391-1 -82 JS2 9':HtllJI) 3.81)-1 8634] 10101.482 3U17 M.6(,'1 11!11 180 J.g{J2 9) 795 1)0681K
42)6 89525 91·I.OIHI ,i 21-1 9-1.2U$ 103'JJ.g,0 419$ 9')495 111,4405 4.t79 1U2Mi) 1291.013
4m 9·ll!l9 9t)::!.J.7J 45H 9'))31 1027.712 4514 10·1 I7K HS1.8S0 4.49l, 10H )MI 117K 41.5
Hatl 101 UI,? 8H(i 7·12 .. R54 109.01(,\ 1011")1)., .. at! 11·I'JU2 1Il5.1'!l 4813 %111 119 123'),181)
5.lU2 'UK 926 RU·IM, S 175 1115M 1)1)1) 101 5151 )In.s(12 112.1 II? 5.130 III HIS 12·18656
H25 ".I7MI 8,,1.773 5.495 120.?H!I 985.K.1I SA7t} ur.ru 1)01)'(,35 .1.4-11 111 J5~ ImJOS
5.8·18 11').2'11 8llIJIU 5.814 12(1171) ')7.1.72/, '.7HI) III 5·10 IIm:]76 5.765 111976 12217-17
6.111 J2kJO; H'6.81 I (, Ll7 I':!: l)}to %(1.211·' 6108 1l1)~21U1 Itl~:'-'JI.J 601\2 )·ISOlU 12uH8S
CIAI).I Ill)"l Mi2,(IX7 (..'~l\ 1·11170·1 9U,,5ft·l 6·127 [.Ill 17·1 IUI,K lOR 6 ...1(10 151 ·17. IJlJ.2,(tlS
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